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Abstract 

Background: Service industries have grown extensively over the past few decades on the back of 
globalized business trends. With increasing competition, product firms are struggling on product 
sales alone. Hence, both products and services are being bundled into what is known as offerings. 
Moreover, firms are looking into how they can improve their offerings to meet customer needs with 
the help of smart products. Smart products are described as products able to communicate and in-
teract with other electronic devices as well as being self aware. One of these examples is conditional 
monitoring whereby the product is houses built in sensors to communicate with a back end ERP 
system providing the supplier a transparent view and real-time update into the status and service 
needs for both the product and customer.  

Purpose: The aim of this thesis is to explore how smart products can help leverage services for 
product firms moving towards a service focus. 

Method: In addressing the purpose a case study strategy was applied. An inductive approach was 
used, and interviews were conducted with two Swedish manufacturers, SKF and Atlas Copco. SAP, a 
software provider was also interviewed. Lastly, a qualitative approach was used and secondary data 
was collected through annual reports, as well as public company information. 

Conclusions: Smart products show the capability of being able to record, transmit and act upon 
their behavior and usage. One major finding from the thesis is that smart products enable product 
firms to extend their service portfolios from a transactional to a relational standpoint through real 
time information feeds. This includes asset maintenance as well as monitoring and visibility into cli-
ent operations. In addition, traditional product firms help product firm’s move towards a service 
strategy. Another finding of the thesis is that information visibility shows a positive co-relation with 
the service provider’s ability to take on more risk increasing service revenues and customer lock in 
and increase value co-creation. On the other hand smart products show to be challenging to product 
firms new to service development. These challenges include increasing initial infrastructure costs and 
high level of maintenance and complexity of the smart products. 
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Abbreviations 

ABB: Asea, Brown, Boveri. 

Bluetooth: A communication standard used for products to connect to each other (Bluetooth, 
2010). 

H2M: Human to Machine. 

HBR: Harvard Business Review. 

ICT: Information and Communication Technology. 

ICT: Information and Communication Technology. 

IHIP: Intangibility, Heterogeneity, Inseparability, Perishability. 

IOT: Internet of Things. 

M2M: Machine to Machine communication. 

NFC: Near Field communication for device management (NFC, 2010). 

OEM: Original Equipment Manufacturers. 

PSS: Product Service Systems. 

SAP: Systems, Applications and Products in data processing. 

SLA: Service License Agreement. 

TCO: Total Cost of Ownership. 

ZIGBEE:  A communication standard for wireless devices and surveillance (Zigbee, 2010). 
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1 Introduction 

The introduction provides a brief background into product firms and their movement away from products towards ser-
vices. The motivation of the study follows and in conclusion problem and purpose of the study explained. 

1.11.11.11.1 Background 

Increasing product complexity, customer demand and global competition are major challenges for 
today’s product companies. Literature unanimously suggests product firms to look downstream to-
wards the provision of services. These include financing, distribution, operation and maintenance in 
order to increase company revenues (Wise & Baumgartner 1999; Davies 2004; Neely 2007).  

As a result, product firms are developing smarter products, using the internet as a communication 
medium and shifting from an asset base towards a knowledge base way of doing business. Servitiza-
tion, a term coined by Vandermerwe and Rada (1998) describes how many companies are moving 
from a model whereby they sell a physical good, where support and maintenance is the customer’s 
responsibility to a model where they sell an integrated “care free” customer solution. A recent study 
shows high end product firms such as Alston, ABB and R-R (Rolls Royce) all moving their position 
up the value chain from being pure product firms to becoming integrated solution providers (Davies, 
Brady & Hobday, 2006). Adding to this,  after recent recession worries, economic belts have tight-
ened and indicators now show many customers choosing not to own their own equipment, instead 
allowing service providers to retain ownership and control (Harbor Research, 2010). This has lead to 
product firms focusing less on transactional services, such as spare parts and focusing more on core 
services, such as complete operations management on behalf of the customer. Moreover, Allmend-
inger (2004) states that the shifting trend of services, are underlying to the developments in technol-
ogy, and that firms are getting smarter in their approach to asset service management, including re-
mote offerings such as conditional and preventive maintenance of their products (Aberdeen, 2010; 
Axeda M2M, 2011).  

One example is R-R with their total care solution “power by the hour.”  It is a performance based 
contract with commercial airlines in which compensation is tied to the availability of the product, i.e. 
the amount of hours flown.  In this case operators provide the product for free and are assured of 
accurate cost projection to avoid costs of unscheduled maintenance action through remote service 
monitoring (Baines, Lightfoot, & Peppard, 2009a).  

Technology plays an important role with service firms increasingly relying on services to increase 
their market position and generate more revenue in B2B industrial service markets. Especially, when 
the business model and operations of the product firm is affected, and to a large degree become de-
pendent on them. What is more is that the usage of smart products (sensor based products) in ser-
vices has been spotlighted as an increasing trend in many developed industrial markets yet remains 
scarcely documented. In saying this, the area of study is both relevant for the field of business infor-
matics and highly unexplored in an empirical context.  

 
The paper proceeds as follows; in section 2 the method is explained. Section 3 introduces the theo-
retical framework. Section 4, the empirical data and findings and in section 5 an analysis is provided 
Section 6 concludes and provides proposals into future research areas pertaining to the study. 
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1.21.21.21.2 Problem Statement and Purpose 

Despite increasing research into technology and service development, smart products and their im-
pact on services has drawn little academic attention in recent years with few exceptions, such as 
Fleisch, (2010) as well as Allmendinger and Lombreglia’s HBR paper “Four strategies the age of smart 
services” (2005) to which is viewed by many as the definitive paper in which disruptive innovation and 
business model generation for smart product usage is highlighted. Additionally, literature shows a 
great deal of research into the reciprocal relationship between customer and supplier, (Windahl & 
Lakemond 2010; Gummesson, Lusch & Vargo 2010, Grönroos, 2008), however fails to take up a 
clear product perspective and its role in service creation. With product firms headed downstream, the 
importance of technology is becoming crystal clear, to sustain, enable and deliver high end services 
and differentiate the product being offered. A recent report “it’s a smart world” (The economist, 2010) 
describes, the global phenomenon of sensor based activity, and the role that sensors play in water 
saving, transport, heating and medical innovation. After reading the report, it is easy to imagine that 
products equipped with sensors, i.e. smart pills that allow us to monitor our bodily functions when 
swallowed, smart glasses, that tell us when we drink too much and sensors built into vehicles will 
help us avoid collisions and accidents, will improve our everyday lives. This can help us map future 
scenarios of the way the world may work in the future, and how ICT and the increasing use of sen-
sor based products and software take a central role in product and service development. 

Since the late 90´s increasing focus has been put on device management. Harbor Research, (2010) 
states that product firms not using smart products in the near years to come will face an exceeding 
loss of their customer base to competitors using the services and capabilities of smart products. 
Hence, this thesis explores the role of smart technology in B2B industrial business today. Investigat-
ing the usage of smart products amongst leading industrial providers will allow us to clearly under-
stand what if and how smart products are being used to help improve service offerings of major 
manufacturers.  

1.31.31.31.3 Research Question 

The research questions are stated to help us fulfill the purpose of the study. 

• What are smart products and what capabilities do they offer for product firms? 

• How are smart products helping product firms improve and extend their service of-
ferings? 

1.41.41.41.4 Interested Parties 

There are a number of parties involved and interested in the study of smart products. We have been 
granted access to SAP Research and the ongoing partnerships with the European Union. The possi-
ble advantages of Smart products is of particular interest for SAP as a transfer to their business units, 
which may ultimately lead to new Software development or modifications to existing ERP Manufac-
turing solutions. Leading manufacturers and firms looking towards adopting smart products into 
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their fleet may find this thesis extremely helpful in bench marking their activities with the possibility 
of integrating smart technology into their products and asset management service offerings. 

1.51.51.51.5 Delimitations 

The thesis does not cover the service developments of firms outside of industrial manufacturing. 
Moreover, it concentrates only on the developments of large manufacturers within Europe, and is 
confined to B2B relationships between suppliers and their consumers.  The industries covered are 
tooling, and machinery.  The thesis timeframe is a period of six months.  

1.61.61.61.6 Disposition 

 
 
 
 

Includes background into the research area, research questions 
and research motivation. 

 This section prescribes the method used to extract data from 
the targeted firms and the reasoning for the design of the re-
search. 
 

 The models and theories that will be used in the thesis will be 
described in detail in this section. 

 A presentation of the empirical data and results will be pre-
sented in this section 
 

 An analysis of the empirical data is conducted with reference 
to the theoretical framework. Patterns, trends and outstanding 
findings will be presented. 

 A summary on the analysis conducted and a brief overview of 
the fact finding process of the thesis. Recommendations, fu-
ture research areas and critic of the research will be addressed. 

 

Introduction 

Theoretical 
Framework 

Empirical 
Results 

Analysis 

Conclusion 

Methodology 
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1.71.71.71.7 Definitions  

Downstream: Relates to both earnings and operations of a product firm close to the final stage of 
consumer consumption. Services include transportation, repairs and maintenance (Your Dictionary, 
2011). 

Ubiquitous computing: the term derives, from the 1800´s definition, of everywhere. It is the vision 
of micro computing devices, everywhere, in everything, always at work, and connected over the 
internet (Weiser, 1991). 

Shop floor:  The floor of a factory or retail store, whereby machines and people create/sell products 
(Your Dictionary, 2011).  

Pain Points: Highlights an area of weakness whereby a company looks to a solution to solve a spe-
cific problem (Sap Research Labs, 2011). 

1.81.81.81.8 Smart Products Project Description 

The smart products project is currently being carried out at the SAP Research labs, Zurich, Switzer-
land in combination with the European Union 7th framework program (Smart Products, 2009) con-
ducted by ten partners from industry and academia.  The context of the research is completely natu-
ral and there are no set criteria to control it, as opposed to experimental research. 

The project life is 3 years, starting February 2009 ending 2012. This thesis is a small contribution to 
the extensive work being carried out in the form of work packages from global partners into smart 
products.  The contribution on this thesis was a four month internship based at SAP labs, Zurich 
Switzerland. 
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2 Methodology 

This section provides a theoretical look into research methods and crystallizes the study approach. Differing social 
stances are described as well as data collection methods, qualitative vs. quantitative research and motivations for the case 
study strategy.  

2.12.12.12.1 Positivism vs. Hermeneutics 

Research literature describes two main approaches to the influence of a study, namely, Positivism 
and Hermeneutics. (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2007)  Positivism can be described as the linkage 
to hard facts. Moreover, the underlying reasoning of positivism is that an objective reality exists, in-
dependent of human behavior, and is by no way a creation of the human mind. Subsequently, it fails 
to examine human actors and their role or behavior in the subject matter and is highly associated 
with a quantitative approach, numbers not words. (Yin, 2003)  

Hermeneutics can be described as the art of interpretation, and strongly linked to the roots of textual 
data, i.e. qualitative approach. Moreover, a core function of its foundations is to interpret, under-
stand and reflect upon the nature of the textual data it is applied to. Connected to this approach is 
the ontology of subjectivism, simply meaning the consideration for human action. Hermeneutics is 
also described as the adopting a “feelings” perspective, as to try and understand the differences be-
tween humans in our role as social actors and in the context of the research subject. “The world is 
too complex to have generalized assumptions or law-like generalization.” (Saunders et al., 2007)  

I have chosen to adopt the hermeneutic standpoint. This is due to the dynamic nature of the re-
search project, whereby technology, services, and management meet on the same interface. As a 
complex process we must take into account the roles and actions of human in this social setting and 
cannot ignore the implications humans have on these complex systems. 

2.22.22.22.2 Inductive Research vs. Deductive Research 

One of the most important decisions in the research design is the approach. Induction and deduc-
tion are mentioned as pivotal to theory building and proving. Inductive theory is the gathering of 
empirical data to form theory, whereby deductive is the ante – meaning that hypothetical statements 
are measured against the empirical data collected (Saunders et al., 2007). Moreover, it invokes the 
researcher to explain relationships between possible variables. The deductive approach is traditionally 
identified by numerous factors such as data testing, moving from a general state to a specific, 
whereby, inductive approaches suggest develop theories subsequently relating to the literature, mov-
ing from a specific set of facts to a more generalized position. Moreover, the inductive research ap-
proach is used as we seek to find new knowledge through the nature of our research question i.e. 
“how” and “why” - the ability to seek and build theory explorative (Saunders et al., 2007). 

In the initial design of the research, I began with an intense literature review, in order to familiarize 
myself with the research assignment. Through identifying a gap in the literature, we developed a 
main research question, focused on an explorative nature, the will to find out new things. Therefore 
as we prove to build theory, we can add that we chose induction over deduction. 
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Figure 2-1: Inductive Approach (Saunders et al., 2007). 

2.32.32.32.3 The Research Purpose   

A core tenet to the research is the research purpose. Consequently, all results derived and interpreted 
are linked to the method ensuring the success, validity and credibility of the project.  There exist 
three pivotal perspectives to undertaking a research study, namely (i) descriptive, (ii) exploratory and 
(iii) explanatory (Saunders et al., 2007). 
 
Explanatory research encompasses the relational aspects of two variables, i.e. “Money and 
motivation”, whereby descriptive research aims to give a more accountable image of an exclusive 
phenomenon. Both methods can be the cause of deductive research, often categorized by statistical 
reference. Exploratory research on the other hand is linked to the finding out new knowledge, in 
highly unexplored areas. The main purpose driving exploratory research is to find new trends, 
patterns, and theory for the ability to create hypothetical theories for further deduction testing in 
future research (Saunders et al., 2007). This particular thesis uses an exploratory lens to guide the 
researcher.  

2.42.42.42.4 A Case Study Strategy 

According to Yin (2003), a case study examines a phenomenon in its natural setting, employing mul-
tiple methods of data collection to gather information from one or more entities. These include peo-
ple, groups and organizations.  Moreover, case studies are described as obvious options emerging for 
both students and new researchers, due to their modest scale and application on a limited number of 
organizations. Moreover, case studies are said to be useful when approaching “What”, “How” and 
“Why” questions (Yin, 2003) and in this role, seek to find new theory and information through an 
explorative approach. Central to case study research is the decision to choose one or several organi-
zations for the study. Hence, case studies can be divided into single as well as multiple studies. Single 
case studies seek to act upon extremity, testing already formulated theory and gain critical insight to 
knowledge in a case previously inaccessible to scientific research. Moreover, they are powerful theory 
builders, in which multiple case studies can build upon. On the other hand multiple case studies per-
tain to the collection of data from more than one particular case. They are desirable when research 
intent is descriptive, theory building or theory testing. Finally, multiple case studies help to come 
about more general findings (Eisenhardt, 1989). 

Data collection options available within the case study strategy belong to both primary as well as 
secondary data. These sources comprise of, interviews, documents (i.e. annual shareholder reports 
and internal company information) records, observations, and physical artifacts. 
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To summarize, there exists three main reasons to why multiple case studies are a viable approach to 
research. Firstly, the researcher can study information systems in-depth in their natural setting. Sec-
ondly the researcher can answer what, how and why questions; i.e. to understand the complexity of 
the processes in place; and thirdly, it provides a platform to carry out research into new fields where 
there is a lack of investigation and theory. We chose to use the case study strategy as it fits our re-
search question “what and how” and encompasses the explorative nature and qualitative stance of 
the paper.  

2.4.1 Case Selection 

The firms that have been selected originate from a list provided by the Swedish Chamber of Com-
merce. The list contained manufacturing firms originating in Sweden. With access to many manufac-
turers being hard to attain, the weakness of the research is the probable volunteer ship experienced 
on behalf of the firms. Realizing this problem I tried to assess the behavior of some firms opting out 
and decided for both company image and research credibility it was better not to continue pressing 
unwilling firms. In the end two major manufacturers were willing to co-operate, Atlas Copco and 
SKF, both SAP customers. SAP provided further insight into the industrial arena. 

The motivation for following on with these cases was to compare how the different manufacturers 
offered their services and the relationships with smart product usage as well as try to identify definite 
trends. SAP on the other hand was used because of its role in the smart products project. Due to the 
intimate dealings SAP has with major manufacturers around the world, the insight they could bring 
to the research about the state of the industry as well as the software implications for smart product 
usage was extremely helpful in understanding how the manufacturers are looking at IT solutions in 
their service portfolios.  

2.4.1.1  Selection of respondents (Atlas Copco) 

Respondent A:  The selection was controlled by the administrative staff of Atlas Copco based on 
the content of the questions asked. Once selected, I was assigned a service/business line manager, 
responsible for the Nordic regions tooling strategy and maintenance operations. The respondent has 
worked at Atlas Copco for the past seven years and has a solid background in service management, 
tooling and business development. Hence, respondent A is regarded as a credible source of informa-
tion and deep rooted in the business. The follow up meeting was organized by Respondent A and 
Respondent B was selected to follow up with.   

Respondent B:  Currently in-charge of the industrial automation, calibration, fitting and tightening 
processes of Atlas Copco tooling in Bratislava, Slovakia. The respondent is the SAP lead for Atlas 
Copco and has vast experience in automated manufacturing systems and back end ERP functionality. 
Moreover, he is a chief engineer and has a rich background of tooling, embedded technology and 
automated technology.  

2.4.1.2 Selection of Respondents (SKF) 

Respondent C: was assigned through mail contact with another associate at SKF Gothenburg. He 
currently possesses many years in the automotive and manufacturing industry and is widely know-
ledgably on strategic issues and service process management.  
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The interviews were being conducted in a semi-structured manner on an individual basis with the 
respective managers of the firms. At certain times a lead researcher at SAP was present. 

2.4.1.3 Selection of Respondents (SAP) 

Respondent D: The selection process for Respondent D was based on their credentials. Often 
speaking and attending large manufacturing seminars and having a wide contact base, his experience 
in the field is vital for sourcing information from the industry. His Title is SAP lead for remote ser-
vice and he has been employed over 15 years at SAP AG Headquarters Walldorf, Germany. 

2.4.2 Data Sources 

A comprehensive literature review is said to be crucial in the early stages of framing research 
projects. These must be carried out prior as well as during the research as to complement the 
research collection process. Saunders et al. (2007) mention a few examples crux to the function of a 
literature review as bringing clarity to your research question, provide an overview into the current 
state of knowledge contribution in your subject, limit and provide context to the research as well as 
to identify, interesting developments in the area of research. 

2.4.2.1 Primary Data Sources 

The primary data of this thesis is based on extensive interviews during late 2010 and early 2011, 
project documentation, as well as doctoral dissertations focused on service development. 
 

2.4.2.2 Secondary Data Sources 

The following data sources have been used in capturing background information for this study.  

• Journals 

• Conference submissions 

• Books 

• Newspaper articles 

• Company’s Annual reports 
  

Adding to this, the importance of peer reviewed journals and accredited data sources are a key cor-
nerstone in the project. Publications from only the most credible sources were extracted and used in 
the study. Hence, the relevance of data was prioritized according to the citations and reputation of 
the authors. Noticeably, a few clusters deserve to be mentioned, Cambridge University England, St. 
Gallen University Switzerland, Linköping University-Sweden, Harbor Research USA and Karlstad´s 
University Sweden. An enormous amount of the research contributions that this paper will build 
upon have been recommended from these sources as they are deemed to be of the highest relevance 
in product and service research as well as smart products in modern literature. 

The following access channels are used in this thesis in order to find relevant literature sources for 
the collection of primary, secondary and research methodology. 

• Google Scholar 

• JULIA (Jönköping´s internal Library service) 
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The main key words used in the data search were; Smart products; SKF; Atlas Copco; Predictive 
maintenance; Smart services; an internet of things; Service development; Servitization. 

2.4.3 Qualitative Data Analysis 

Elo and Kyngäs (2007) suggest qualitative data analysis as the process of bringing order, structure 
and meaning to a mass of collected data. Yin (2003) adds that the analysis of evidence is one the least 
developed and most difficult aspects of doing case studies. The analysis of the empirical data corre-
sponds with the notion of becoming familiar with a certain case before preparing a cross-analysis. 
Moreover that a qualitative analysis is based on three fundamental steps; (i) to notice things (ii) col-
lect things and (iii) think about things (Seidel, 1998).  

• Notice Things: This area describes a familiar pattern emerging in the text. Often coding from 
the textual data collected is carried out and sorted under relevant naming schemes such as A, B, 
C in this period. 

 

• Collecting Things: In the collection process this stage refers to the ability of being able to sort 
data into a coherent and relevant category.  

 

• Think about Things: This is the phase whereby you examine the things you have collected.  
Seidel (1998) suggests that the goals of this section are to “(1) to make sense out of each 
collection, (2) look for patterns and relationships both within a collection and across collections 
and (3) to make general discoveries about the phenomena.”  

 
Data from the multiple case studies were collected into similar groupings pertaining to the research 
questions and framework. Furthermore, the analysis has been sown up with relations to relevant evi-
dence, with major interpretations dealt with and the most significant issues addressed. 

2.4.4 Data Collection methods 

Research methodology explains data collection as a means to structure data capture. With this, the 
researcher can adopt either a multiple method or mono method approach to the research study. Mul-
tiple methods are further divided into two leading categories, namely, multi methods and mixed 
methods. Multi methods points out both the qualitative as well as quantitative aspects prevalent in 
research. A mixed method approach combines the use of both qualitative and quantitative methods 
together for the research goal (Saunders et al., 2007). 

In the research study we have used a multi-method qualitative study consisting of both primary data 
(interviews) and secondary data to collect our empirical data through a qualitative, multiple case 
study. 

2.4.5 Interviews in Research 

According to Saunders et al. (2007) three different types of interviews are used to collect data. These 
are; Semi structured in-depth or non standardized interviews. Furthermore, interviews are suggested 
to carry the following advantages;  
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- Allow good interpretative validity  

- Can provide in-depth information 

- Allow probing by the interviewer  

- Very quick turnaround for telephone interviews 
 

As the research design is of a qualitative nature, we have decided to use a semi-structured style for 
the interviews.  This prescribes that the research has a set of organized questions, with a flexible ap-
proach of leaving out questions or skipping to others throughout the interview.  The relationship 
between qualitative and semi structured interviewing was that I initially did not want to set any limi-
tations on the topic or the questions asked. Instead I was interested in gaining opinion, feelings and 
allow the interviewee to express his knowledge of the subject to a degree that perhaps could not be 
measured in a structured interview. This allowed for further redefining in the follow up interviews. 

The interviews conducted were carried out via teleconference, lasting between 20 – 60 minutes. Be-
fore participating in interviews, theoretical knowledge was gained through literature reviews in the 
areas of services, products, value creation in business organizations and customer service models. 
Discussions with colleagues, and professionals throughout the network of SAP helped to finalize the 
research questions and put emphasis on gaps currently existing in the research work of others. The 
interview guides were designed and adopted on account of the project team at SAP, and both manu-
facturers were asked the same questions. The order of questions however, changed due to the nature 
of the semi structured approach. 

2.4.6 Case Study: Validity, Reliability, Generalization  

Internal validity: Yin, (2003) mentions that cases need to be evaluated in the correct manner, 
through an exercise of pattern-matching. Each case was identified and themed according the content 
matter. These patterns were then matched against the theoretical framework to make sure they pro-
vided consistency and accuracy for the themes to discuss in the thesis.  

External validity: External validity is intended to reflect on whether the thesis findings are possibly 
generalizable beyond the case studies selected. This study does not aim for a high level of generaliza-
bility. With the case study approach it is often hard to generalize as it looks at a single example of a 
phenomenon and does not provide information of the entire subject area. Case studies are further-
more used in pre-studies towards developing a hypothesis that is later tested through larger surveys 
and hypothesis testing (Tellis 1997).  

Reliability: A case study protocol was adopted to ensure reliability. A pilot study of the interview 
questions was conducted. A pilot study can be described as a very small study to evaluate the meth-
ods that you are going to use in the primary study. It allows the researcher to check the measures and 
propositions to take, the ability to answer questions by possible subjects.  

Moreover, it allows the researcher to check for errors in content and interpretation. With that, we 
have carried out a test on senior research colleagues to make sure of the consistency and content va-
lidity of the set of interview questions. A feedback session was also setup.  

In order to maintain a high level of quality in the interviews, the use of digital recording was present. 
As taking notes often leads to gaps in the interviewee’s responses and fails to capture, tone emphasis 
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and meaning, a digital conference room was set up to share notes, and records the conversation. 
Secondly, through the digital review we had the possibility to go over the interview to capture any-
thing that may have been missed. 

Generalization: Saunders et al. (2007 p. 598) suggest that generalization is “the extent to which the 
findings of a research study are applicable to other settings”, whilst Kolberg (2008) argues that case 
study approaches often place increasing value on complexity rather than generality and that a clear 
goal of solving complexity is appreciated as opposed to the latter. Hence, this study, does not aim to 
generalize outside of the study scope. Following the characteristics of a case study, generalization is 
hard to achieve, as each case is different to another.  

2.4.6.1 Triangulation 

The method triangulation is supported by the case study approach. This can be achieved through the 
usage of multiple sources of data. Through using methodological triangulation, when one approach 
is followed by another, we can increase the confidence of the interpretation. (Yin, 2003) This re-
search attempts to triangulate its findings through the use of secondary and primary data collection 
and interview techniques. 

2.4.6.2 Participant anonymity 

During the course of the research project the respondents chose to remain anonymous. Throughout 
the thesis they have made anonymous to mask the identity of the participants. This is in the best in-
terests of the participants and the research. 

2.52.52.52.5 Method Summary 

This section summarizes the process of how the research was conducted. A hermeunistic approach 
was chosen and a qualitative method followed. The strategy was a multiple case study, based both on 
telephone interviews, and secondary data collection, including annual shareholders reports from both 
firms. The sampling method was initially purposive and further selection was based on volunteer 
ship from the firms. The interviews were conducted using semi-structured interview techniques. Tri-
angulation was ensured through the collection of secondary data, and validation from SAP inter-
views. Table 1 below provides a comprehensive overview of the interview guide. 
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Table 2.1 Interview Guide 

 

 

 Atlas Copco SKF SAP 

# Interviews : 1 2 1 

# Participants in the 
discussion 

3 3 2 

# Follow up Calls 1 1 0 

 

Respondant title 

Respondent A. Service busi-
ness line manager – Nordic 

regions 

Respondent B. Business line 
manager – Tooling automation 

Bratislava 

 

Respondent C: Business Development Manager 
– Strategic alliances and acquisitions 

 

Respondent D:  Lead for Remote Ser-
vice Unit SAP Germany. 

 

 

Interview Guide: 

 

See Empirical findings Section 

 

See Empirical findings Section 

 

See Empirical findings section 

Interview Time Frame 20-60 min 20-60 min 40 min 

Preparation and  

Documentation 

Teleconference – Recorded, 
note taking and transcribed 

December 2010/January, 2011 

Teleconference – Recorded, note taking and 
transcribed 

December 2010/January, 2011 

Teleconference- Recorded, note taking 
and transcribed. 

December 2010/January, 2011 
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3 Frame of Reference 

This section explains the theories and concepts used in this study including Ubiquitous computing, Smart Products, 
CRM, value creation, customer service models, and technology supporting services. 

3.13.13.13.1 Smart Products 

Ever since Weiser (1991) presented his article, “Computer for the 21st century” - the idea of seam-
less computer integration into reality has become a leading topic of computer science research. 
Stemming from this ubiquitous computing can be described as the invisible technology interwoven 
into everyday life, available whenever, wherever (Fleisch, 2010). Weisers’ vision described a range of 
devices, including hand held devices, to inch scaled devices, PDA’s, and laptop, a means to “every-
day computing”. Moreover, ubiquitous computing is described as the third wave in the progression 
of computing. The first two waves are central computing and the era of the Personal Computer. It 
describes how technology has moved from a localized tool i.e. the mainframe, to a constant com-
panion i.e. the smart phone.  
 
Arching on the back of three prominent trends, inexpensive computing, the World Wide Web, and a 
change from a data towards a knowledge driven society, a new paradigm has sprung within the 
ubiquitous movement . This is commonly known and described as the Internet of things (IOT). Es-
sentially IOT is billions of devices connected to the internet through embedded technology and sen-
sors as seen in fig 3.1 below. Apart from traditional devices such as mobile phones and laptops, any 
product said to produce electronic current is capable of being connected to the internet or each 
other. Examples include coffee makers, and toys. These intelligent devices are capable of making 
informed decisions, as well as reacting with their users in real-time (Fleisch, 2010). Intelligent devices 
are also commonly group under the category smart. This implies built in digital technology that ca-
ters for distributed storage, communication with the internet and other devices. Moreover, the abil-
ity of the device to hear and sense other devices of the same nature, and radio tags commonly 
known as RFID to allow the object to be identified (Wennersten, 2007). 
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Figure 3-1: Sensor Based Product Volumes (Harbor Research, 2010) 

Smart products are further defined as “products that contains information technology (IT) in the 
form of, micro chips, software, and sensors able to collect, process, and produce information. As a 
result, smart products show a range of capabilities that can only be found in non-smart products to a 
limited extent” (Rijsdijk & Hultink, 2009, p.42). McFarlane, Sarma, Chirn & Ashton (2002) state that 
the “intelligence” of the product is based on the ability to possess a unique identification, communi-
cate effectively with its environment, ability to retain data about itself and deploy a language to dis-
play its features, and producing requirements. Lastly, the EU seventh framework research body de-
fines as smart products as being; 

“…autonomous objects designed for self-organized embedding into different environments in the course of its lifecycle, 
supporting natural and purposeful product-to-human interaction. They pro-actively approach the user, leveraging sens-
ing, input, and output capabilities of the environment: they are self situation, and context-aware.” (EU Seventh 
Framework, 2010, p. 1) 

In analyzing the various definitions we provide a short description of smart products as; they are 
real-world products, i.e. tangible products that provide interactive, communicative and sensing capa-
bilities and can be accessed via external devices, including touch screens, mobile devices, smart 
phones and portable PDA´s. The communication with external devices and the environment is fa-
cilitated by Bluetooth, ZigBee or NFC communication (to name a few). This means relying on sens-
ing capabilities, which can be either built in to the product or located in a nearby environment (SAP 
Research Labs, 2011). Deploying and configuring smart products shows increasing attention towards 
the design and level of intelligence. Intelligence builds on three premises, (i) Understanding context 
status (workflows), (ii) situational advice (location) and (iii) guided instruction through interactive 
mediums, such as voice, text or graphics. 
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In a recent study with leading manufacturers three key areas emerged as drivers for smart product 
usage; (Smart Products, 2009) 

1.    The need for interoperability in open environments;  

2. Diversity of product-lines, product complexity and increasing data; 

3. The shift towards services; 

1. The Need for Interoperability in Open Environments 

Interoperability is the property of diverse technologies and systems able to work together in a ho-
mogenous landscape. These operations are increasingly sought after as consumers look to have in-
terfaces completely understood. With the rapid use of wireless, and Bluetooth, one example is the 
ability of a traditional mp3 player communicating with a car stereo of a different brand. In order to 
decrease power-relationships and harmonize brand’s interoperability is seen as an important and 
strategic step in increasing plug and play experiences for consumer demand (SAP Research Labs, 
2009). 

2. Diversity of Product Lines, Product Complexity and Increasing Data 

Product Complexity: With firms operating in global environments, competition is prevalent. Strate-
gically, firms need to differentiate their offerings in order to sustain or increase their market posi-
tion. Competing on quality, differentiation or time to market is seen as increasingly important 
(Neely, 2007). 

Diversity of Product Lines: One way manufacturers are differentiating products is by increasing the 
amount of technology built into them. Apple has succeeded in obtaining a large part of the E-reader 
market with the Ipad. It is a product that is of high quality and is well integrated with the apple ap-
plication store and packed with cross-features such as internet browsing, music playback and GPS 
location (Sap Research Labs, 2011). 

Increasing Data: With increasing data amounts the installed base is central to keeping fact about the 
product. It refers to the physical characteristics of products sold by the supplier, and points out the 
available information about the set of individual pieces of equipment that is currently in use at cer-
tain or several customer sites. Installed base information includes information includes on “where to 
sold” products location, ownership and operation rights, usage function, under which conditions, 
critical SLA information, life cycle status, historical updates on the product and technical changes, 
which parts have been serviced or replaced and their current technical state (Harbor Research, 
2010). 
 
Allmendinger and Lombreglia (2005), describe smart services as acting upon the installed base, and 
knowing when a machine is about to fail, and that a customer´s supply of consumables is about to 
be depleted and so on.  In their account of smart products, the following services are listed: Status, 
Diagnostics, Upgrades, Control and Automation, Profiling and Tracking Behavior, Replenishment, 
Location Mapping and Logistics.  
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 Ala-Risku (2007) refers to the phenomenon of increasingly providing services to customers as ser-
vice infusion. They state that earlier research emphasized importance of customer-orientation and 
service infusion, but neglected the aspect of visibility as a pre-requisite for such services. Visibility 
refers to information about the installed base equipment status and condition; it used history and 
planned use in the business of the user. Visibility reduces uncertainty for the provider by replacing 
general perceptions with precise data about customer´s operations and enables the provision of re-
sult oriented services instead of use-oriented services (Tukker 2004). If status and performance of 
currently installed products can be analyzed, operational reliability can be improved and new offers 
can be generated. 

In turn literature provides accounts of “intelligent products” and “innovative technology” that en-
able the monitoring and support diagnostics and performance of maintenance tasks (Meyer & 
Wortmann, 2009) that allow service providers to implement a number of practices that improve op-
erational performance of customers as such provide the basis for innovative service offerings or 
condition-based monitoring maintenance approaches that aim at improving reliability and reducing 
life-cycle costs. Hence, smart products include these terms under their umbrella. 

3. The Shift towards Services 

Industry trends show a large amount of manufacturers moving to services. The product service con-
tinuum (Fig 3-2), illustrates the transition from a pure product manufacturer to a service provider. 
On one end of the spectrum, product firms produce products whilst services are an add-on. On the 
other service provider’s focus on services, with products often referred to as add on or parts of the 
service. Another perspective can be to view services as an integrated approach.  Davies et al. (2006) 
states, the main share of total value creation stems from services, with the share of service revenue 
in relation to total revenue being more than 30 percent. Following the stream the transition starts 
with a few product-related services and ending up with a large number of service offerings. More-
over, the provider now has the opportunity to carry out end to end offerings, instead of focusing on 
single service components. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3.2: Product Service Continuum (Oliva & Kallenberg, 2003) 
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In saying this lot of firms show great commitment to the development of their services. Table 3.1 
highlights a few examples of firms and their service value propositions. The following model illus-
trates the features of products and their attached options. Interestingly it provides a canvas in order 
to evaluate how products are being handled by firms; 
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Table 3.1: Integrated Solution providers 

Electrolux  Appliances  

 

 

Pay per Wash - the Washing machine is connected to a cen-
tral database via internet and a smart electricity reader. The 
cost for the washing appliance is accounted for separately 
from the electricity bill and the family can account for their 
individual washing costs. Services are free and there exists 
an opportunity to exchange the washing machine for a new 
one after 1000 washes. (Electrolux, 1999) 

VOLVO Trucks 

 

Transport Dynafleet – a web based transport information system. 
Through using information from Dynafleet, both driver and 
office planner contribute to a more effective fuel consump-
tion pattern. (Volvo Trucks, 2011) 

Philips Healthcare 

 

Appliances Direct Life – custom built application to track lifestyle ac-
tivities for the user real-time and provide aggregated data 
counts of body weight, loss and heart rates. Statistics include 
your level of fitness, and suggested health tips.(Philips Elec-
tronics, 2011) 

3.23.23.23.2 Industrial Services  

Industrial services are categorized into four categories; 

Basic installed base services: These services are typically product-oriented and provided at a 
transactional level with a low amount of customer contact. These include providing documentation 
of the product usage, transport of the goods, installation, hot lines to call and contact in sight of 
troubleshooting, inspection and diagnosis routines – regular checkups at a decided interval. Up-
grades of outdated hardware and software, repair and spare part offerings, as well as take backs at 
the end of the product lifecycle and refurbishing the product for extended longevity (Oliva & 
Kallenberg, 2003). 

Professional services:  High end services, aimed at evaluating processes. They are transactional by 
nature. These services are typically short ended contracts, with intense focus on a particular process, 
module or part of the business. Often insight into the product offering is not completely required 
however a rich knowledge in process management and development is vital for these service areas 
(Oliva & Kallenberg, 2003). 

Maintenance services: Product oriented services which are highly customer interactive. These in-
clude technology supported innovative solutions such as predictive maintenance, condition monitor-
ing and more. Often firms operating in this domain compete on performance and price flexibility in 
light of extended contract times, of up to 3 or more years (Oliva & Kallenberg, 2003). 

Until recently many firms reduced product failure risks through regular visits to the customer site, 
based on calendar time and scheduled visits. This is known as preventive maintenance. Preventive 
maintenance is described as the best way firms can prevent product failure, improve performance 
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and mitigate risk of failure that lead to costly breakdowns. With smart products the ability to read 
usage and behavior of the products, service firms can take advantage of their assets and carry out 
maintenance on actual numbers not estimates, eliminate unnecessary site visits when products don’t 
need servicing and organize spare parts delivery for exact parts in the system (Oliva & Kallenberg, 
2003). 

Product firms show strong connection into the movement into remote services. Productivity and 
uptime are discussed as crucial drivers for industrial equipment where machine downtime can inflict 
serious revenue in daily operations (Axeda Communication, 2010). A recent study carried out by 
Aberdeen (2010), shows industry firms adopting remote services, result in reductions in average to 
repair time, increase in productivity and improvements in profitability, with direct impacts reflecting 
on customer satisfaction increases, and the mitigation of risk control. 

Operational services: Highly customer interactive, explain the takeover of service development 
and operations (Oliva & Kallenberg, 2003). 

Relational versus Transactional Services 

The four service groups are divided into two categories relationship based and transactional. Rela-
tionship based implies that firms work in tight partnership with their customers; whereby transac-
tional implies the ante; to be distant from the customer. Fig 3-3 below denotes a grid explaining the 
four categories mentioned. As the service provider heads downstream (i.e. relationship based) so 
does the possibility to earn increased revenue. This is also a way to differentiate the product, by pro-
viding a more customized service. 

 

Figure 3.3: Service Offering Grid (Oliva & Kallenberg, 2003) 

3.33.33.33.3 Relationship Marketing  

Relationship marketing (RM) is described as a process orientated stance towards customer manage-
ment and is framed by researchers as a “new-old concept” (Berry & Parasuraman, 1991). The au-
thors go on to say that previous research describes relationship marketing as “acquiring new cus-
tomers” and points out the empirical lack of research into how customer retention is managed.  Re-
lationship marketing in recent years highlights trust and exchange inefficiency mediating the market-
ing relationship. Moreover, that strong relationships are positively co-related with organizational per-
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formance, with relationship quality having the greatest influence on objective performance and 
commitment has the least.  One of the core features into building intimate relationships is described 
as setting up a strategy around customer relationship management practice (Payne & Frow, 2005). 

3.3.1 Customer Relationship Management  

CRM (Customer Relationship Management) was developed in sight of increasing competition and 
decreasing customer loyalty (Gebert, Geib, Kolbe, & Brenner, 2003). Identified in literature as the 
link between process, people and technology, CRM connects both back and front end systems 
through numerous touch points including websites, internet, email customer call centers, voice re-
sponse systems and KIOSKS. Furthermore, it moves away from the traditional marketing sales and 
service approach and towards a customer driven and technology integrated landscape, whereby cus-
tomization, simplicity and multiple channels such as the internet, and sales staff are used to maxi-
mize profits and loyalty amongst customers (Chen & Popovich, 2003). 

CRM is also “habit” focused. That is, picking up on what customers like and dislike.  This is generi-
cally coupled with personalized communication between suppliers and consumers to build trust and 
keep customer satisfaction high. 

In the wake increasing pressure into product customization, it is said to have become more and 
more challenging for firms to hold onto their customers, with customers demanding more of both 
their products and services. The paradox is addressed in the growing fields of service growth and 
strategy and points out that building relationship is increasingly difficult for the product-firm. Cus-
tomization, on the other hand is described as providing tailored services or products on a large scale. 
With product-firm realizing that product differentiation and product line extension as critical com-
ponents in product-firms marketing, the need for customer data and preference is a must. Zipkin 
(2001) suggests that in order to understand what customers want, firms need to learn what it is. One 
method suggested to ease the learning curve is a hybrid approach, the sewing together of both 
automation and customer relationship management. Automation is explained as the automatic cap-
ture of requirements and execution of request. With customers information elicited automatically 
(i.e. voice capture, image recognition); CRM functions can increasingly digest, predict and deliver 
customer satisfaction. 

Reasons for diversifying customer action are the subsequent shift in relationship demand. This af-
fects the relationships of customer-suppliers (Table 3.2) going from a transactional to a networked 
approach of doing business. The move towards an integrated approach lends the idea of co-created 
value whereby both provider(s) and consumer find themselves involved in the generation of value 
through the service offering (Berry, 1995). 
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Table 3.2 Matrix Demand Management and Relationship influences 

Relationship Transactional  One-One Networked 

 

Demand Management 

 

Selling, Maximize transac-
tions 

 

Maximize lifetime 
value of consum-

ers 

 

Co-creating value 
with a network of 
consumers (sup-
plier perspective) 

3.43.43.43.4 Service Value Creation 

With consumers, having an ever increasing variety and choice of products and their brands, product 
firms are finding it hard to differentiate their products. This has led to an increasing focus on devel-
oping value creation between the firm and the customer to further increase loyalty and lock in. The 
value system introduced by Porter (1985) highlights value creation as an increasing stream of activi-
ties in the business that creates value and is described by various literature sources as the locus of 
interaction between customer and service provider (Gummesson, 2004; Phrahalad & Ramaswamy, 
2004), strongly connected to usage, consumption and in use value. Moreover, co-creation is a term 
supported by Vargo and Lusch (2004) in the movement towards a Service dominant logic paradigm.  
Service dominant logic can be described as the inception of seeing everything as service. Moreover, a 
service-centric view is linked with firms having a customer-centric or relational viewpoint, unlike the 
product-centric view which only carries the transactional value of a good (Gummesson, Lusch & 
Vargo, 2010). The value in a relational instance is the coming together of the service offering and 
customer demand to co-create an instance whereby opportunities can be sought out by both parties. 
These opportunities are listed as extended services offerings for the provider - generating increasing 
revenues and loyalty, whereby customer opportunity can be measured by flexibility, customization 
and increased satisfaction (Vargo & Lusch, 2004). 

Traditional focus on value creation consider consumers as “outsiders”, an external entity and  ac-
cording to previous research studies, communication between service provider and consumer, were 
regarded as one way. (Berry & Parasuraman, 1991; Grönroos, 2008) This means, providers, pushing 
their information onto the consumer, requiring the customer to be totally dependent on the offering 
of the supplier and their pricing schemes. However, as service development unfolds and service 
providers seek to come closer to the customer the point of exchange is slowly shifting to a middle 
ground in order to build co-created value. That is the point whereby both consumers as well as pro-
viders engage in an open act of communication of the product or service and whereby customer and 
consumer intimacy is encouraged. 

Value is further explained as being multidimensional. Holbrook (1999) describes, that value has both 
a technical as well as monetary dimension. In addition value has a perceptional dimension, including 
trust, commitment, comfort and attraction in co-creation. Co-creation is the joint creation of value 
of both customer and company, whereby features such as experience, open dialogue and the co-
construction of the service is to experience the customer context. Moreover, context is referred to as 
the experience to bring unique value to the customer’s experience (Gummesson, 2004). 
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3.4.1 The DART Model  

The DART model (figure 3.4 below) is an analytical model designed to illustrate the dimensions of 
co-creation and value between customer and supplier. The acronym stands for Dialogue, 
Transparency, Access and Risk Benefits and is built on the premises of communication of data 
between the customer and the service provider, i.e. the supplier (Prahalad and Ramaswamy, 2004). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The DART model is explained as a series of interlinking principles that are co-dependent on each 
other to generate value. Explained as; dialog as issues focused in and around the negotiation rules 
for consumers and providers. If customers lack access to transparent information the dialog aspect 
becomes increasingly difficult. Subsequently the three points dialog, access and transparency affect 
the risk benefits of the service relationship. Risk benefits are explained as the ability to evaluate risk 
and mediate the challenges forthcoming, allowing the customer to use both tools and gathering 
support in order to make informed decisions (Prahalad & Ramaswamy, 2004). 

Further support for the co-creation of value is introduced by Vargo and Lusch (2004) and Gummes-
son (2004) and is introduced as a new paradigm in marketing known as SDL (Service dominant 
logic). SDL argues that marketing needs to be set free from the chains of goods dominant logic, and 
focus on value in use and co-creation rather that value of the exchange between goods. Hence, the 
co-option of building value with both suppliers and customers is encouraged. Möeller (2008) agrees 
and connects the co-creation of value to the integration of the customer.  

Grönroos (2008) debates the concept of product and services as Services emerge in an “open” proc-
ess as where the customers participate and are directly influenced by the progress of the process. 
Traditionally, physical goods are produced in “closed” production processes where the customer 
only perceives the goods as outcomes of the process. 
 

Figure 3-4: DART Model (Prahalad & Ramaswamy, 2004) 
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Products and services are divided according to their outputs. Product definitions are commonly ac-
cepted as tangible goods, owned by the consumer, whereby services are perceived as intangible, un-
tied to the product and not owned by the consumer (Kotler & Armstrong, 2007). However, the is-
land viewpoints of products and services have lost empirical ground in recent years with manufac-
turers migrating to a more service oriented mindset. Vargo and Lusch, (2004) argue that IHIP prin-
ciples of services do little to distinguish modern services from goods. Gummesson (2004) claims 
that the argument between products and services is a burden to both consumer as well as provider, 
whilst the divides between goods/services and producer/customer need to be abandoned. In addi-
tion, new business models are required to highlight the service phenomenon towards offerings in-
stead (Gummesson et al., 2010). Windahl, Andersson, Berggren, and Nehler (2004) suggests firms 
adopting integrated service solutions need adopt to augment their technical competence around the 
product, and setup application systems to support the product throughout the lifecycle.  Four key 
areas are identified in moving from a current state as depicted in Fig 3.5 includes;  
 
(i)Technical & Application Competence: Technical & Application competence refers to the ability of 
the solution provider to provide sound technical infrastructure upon which applications are designed 
and built to support the business strategy. 
 
(ii) Partnering competence: partnering competence refers to the ability of solution providers to build 
alliances and partnerships with other suppliers and consultants in order to offer integrated solutions, 
and develop continuous businesses in partnership with their customers 
 
(iii) Systems integration competence: Integration competence denotes the ability of solution provid-
ers to integrate components and sub systems into operational systems 
 
(iv) Market/Business & Consulting Competence: Market/business competence stands for the ability 
to the customer with relevant industry and technological information. Including consulting ability to 
understand and offer solutions, addressing specific customer needs 
 
The balanced profile means to that integrated providers need match technical and product compe-
tences with integrating, consulting and partnering competence, based on a strong focus customer 
interaction (Windahl et al., 2004). Various pain points of manufacturers adopting integrated services 
are pointed out in the authors’ text. These include, the lack of acceptable business models, e.g. plan-
ning functions into the movement, increased risk taking, the barriers between different SBUs, in-
cluding research marketing and services, and relationship management of customers. Furthermore 
two key areas are pointed out in making the step towards integrates services, new competence re-
quirements as well as the necessity of intimate customer interaction. 
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Figure 3-5: Integrated Service Transition (Adopted from Windahl et al., 2004) 

3.53.53.53.5 Service Business Models 

With increasing customer demand and a core focus on organizational performance firms needs to 
adapt a service model that fits their business requirements. Oliva and Kallenberg (2003) describe 
four different CSM models described in table 3.3 Service Business Models as; (A) Product centric, 
(b) Basic service provider, (C) Value added provider and (d) Collaborative service networker. Each 
model of customer service management is characterized by a certain business system and a set of 
different service offerings. Included is the application level for the four areas. CSM models are rep-
resenting the interaction on the service level of an OEM. The IT domain is set on the application 
level whereby the firm is most active in accordance to their product-service strategy.  
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Table 3.3 Service Business Models 

 Description  

(A)Product Cen-
tric 

 

These firms offer a limited service portfolio focusing on transactional behavior. 
This is typically linked with the cost center service approach whereby costs are 
allocated to the main financial ledger and are not seen as an individual source of 
income. 

The Description of Product-centric firms applies mostly to component manufac-
turers. Examples are the automotive industry, i.e. Ford Car company. 

(B)Basic Service 
Provider 

 

These firms focus on basic service sets, with availability and functionality as core 
feature. The financial model is also connected to the main general ledger 
whereby costs must be covered through a contribution center service approach.  

Typical examples of basic service providers are machine manufacturers with 
standardized machines.  

(C)Value Added 
Service Provider 

 

These firms offer a sophisticated service set for additional sales and differentia-
tion.  

They follow a traditional profit center approach whereby profits must be gener-
ated in order to justify the services offered.  

Typical examples are machinery manufacturers with complex product offerings. 

(D)Collaborative 
Service 
Networker  

These firms are known as total solution providers. They adopt a strategic service 
line approach whereby the aim for growth. These firms carry independent cost 
centers for their service provision.  

This applies to machine manufacturers with complex products and integration of 
multiple service providers.   

 

Mont (2001) constitutes that the majority of consumers now look towards the products function 
and not products per se. Adding to this, extensive research into PSS offerings have created a frame-
work to analyze the major groups in product-.service transformation (otherwise known as “servitiza-
tion”) in B2B scenarios (Mont 2001; Sakao & Sundin, 2009; Neely, 2007; Baines, Lightfoot, & 
Benedettini, 2009b; Tukker, 2004). 

3.5.1 Product Service System 

Product service systems are defined as an integrated combination of products and services. It is de-
scribed as a special case of servitization, and can be thought of as market proposition extending the 
transactional boundary of product sales with additional services. Usage is concentrated upon rather 
than the transactional sale of the product (Baines et al., 2009b). 
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Tukker (2004) suggest three major categories for PSS; (A) product-oriented services, (B) use-
oriented services, (C) result-oriented services shown in diagram 3.6 below. 

(A)Product oriented: The business model is still geared towards product sales, few services are of-
fered. In the product oriented phase services are designed around the product. This includes warran-
ties and calibration runs. They are often charged as an extra fee onto the sales cost. Secondly, advice 
and consultancy is offered due to the extensive product knowledge owned by the supplier. This in-
cludes best practice operations for tooling and better usage recommendations. Training is largely 
represented in this domain (Tukker, 2004). 

(B)Use oriented: The Business model is geared towards services, with the product ownership be-
longing to the service provider. As the provider becomes more service oriented they enter a relation-
ship cycle with their customer. Trust leads to leasing agreements whereby the provider is responsible 
for servicing the product as part of the agreement, i.e. Hilti “Fleet-Management” and products are 
available to rent on short notice or pooled with other consumers to ensure rotational value (Tukker, 
2004). 

(C)Result oriented: Client and provider agree on the outcome and no-pre determined product in-
volved. The last phase of the product service systems shows the provider able to actively monitor 
the usage of their products. This allows for more dynamic pricing schemes such as pay per use and 
performance based contracting (Tukker, 2004). 

 

Figure 3-6: PSS Model (Tukker, 2004) 

Tukker (2004) mentions that product orientated services are the most fundamental and traditional of 
manufacturers. The simplicity and adoption of product orientation is often due to the transactional 
nature of the exchange and requires little effort in building up customer relationship. As the transi-
tion moves further down the chain, the increasing bond between customer and provider are 
strengthened. This allows for increasing trust and new business models to emerge, such as product 
leasing instead of selling and more flexible service plans. Neely (2007) concurs and warns that de-
spite the simplicity of transactional value many firms are now seeking to come closer to their cus-
tomer which may involve increasing change facilitation in the service processes of the adopter. The 
challenge in the use oriented phase is to maintain the relationship with the client and expand the 
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service portfolio of the firm, towards a model of utilization. During the recent recession many major 
manufacturers have started concentrating on their customer base and protecting relationships in or-
der to keep revenues steady. Also, the decreasing capital of consumers has forced them to find new 
ways of acquiring and handling products. This has been crucial in improving the service, leasing 
strategy of both firms with impressive service growth generated from the shift.  

Even further downstream we find providers, in a result oriented structure. Tight bonds between 
both provider and consumer allows for increased growth and alliance together, with strategies 
matched to suit each other´s business models and supplementary gauging of key figures and results a 
firm focus for both firms. Out of this the birth of highly innovative business models are reflected in 
the heightened ability to monitor the installed base and the customer relations, leading to current 
models, such as “pay per usage” and “pay as you grow models”  finding their way onto best of breed 
industrial shop floors (Axeda Communication, 2010).  

3.5.2 Technology Supporting the Service Business Model 

Technology plays a pivotal role in service delivery and management. This is due to the increasing 
customization, transactions, and digitization and service operations required. With sprawling 
amounts of data steaming in application scenarios, and products packed with sensors and software, 
service providers need consider updates and patches, installations and manual entry which lead to 
time delay and expensive costs. With this in mind many firms struggle with the increased integration 
problems between different vendor systems and platform support for their back and front end proc-
esses (SAP Research Labs, 2011). 

The role of Information systems in service delivery are described as advanced inter-organizational IT 
systems shared between customer and supplier. Moreover, they have a major impact on how busi-
ness is done in organizations. Through easy and quick protocol link up through the World Wide 
Web, examples include (Real time Data acquisition, E-commerce, and messaging) firms are commu-
nicating more intimately with each other. Ryssel, Ritter and Gemunden (2004) provide the following 
advantages into the application of shared IT and their benefits;  

• Reduction of transaction costs 

• increased customer response 

• Increase efficiency  

• Differentiated products and services 

• Increased bargaining power 
 

Moreover, shared information systems allow the possibility of the supplier organization to look into 
or even take control over specific aspects of the customers, operations. Industrial relationships are 
defined as the direct or indirect realization of economic goals from each party. Firms anticipate mu-
tual benefits. Suppliers perspective direct functions of business relationships relate to the increasing 
of profits, from products and services offered. Lastly, leading industry consultants, Aberdeen report 
only 8% of all service providers using remote diagnostics are connected to their back-end systems 
(Aberdeen, 2010). 
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3.63.63.63.6 Frame of Reference Summary 

Smart products derive from the movement towards a more ubiquitous reality. What is more they are 
being seen as a potential support for new service development. With the increase of services, manag-
ing them is a vital component in ensuring service success. Service management is described as the 
monitoring and optimization of services to ensure it meets the critical outcomes the customer values 
and stakeholders provided (Windahl & Lakemond, 2010). Services are further seen as increasing 
revenue and customer loyalty (Oliva & Kallenberg, 2003).  The theoretical frame highlights the shift-
ing nature of service development towards value creation between customer and provider. This is 
described through offering bundling strategies into integrated solutions (a combination of both 
products and services) in order to differentiate the product from other firms product offerings. Ul-
timately, product firms wanting to move downstream; from a product-centric towards an integrated 
solution model are seeing the importance of building tight customer relationships with their custom-
ers, and increasing the transparency, access and dialog through interconnected systems as well as 
taking on risk sharing responsibilities.  In turn, long term relationships are coupled with increasing 
quality improvements and process orientation, leaving behind transactional service and focusing 
more on customized solution offerings. Subsequently, these services require technological support 
to synergize co-creation value and facilitate an interface of open dialog and sharing between the cus-
tomer and supplier. Moreover, Prahalad and Ramaswamy (2004b) state that customers and suppliers 
involved in co-creation activities are increasing their focus on contextual service, whereby the service 
experience suits the customer. Finally, Gummesson (2004) states that, customers now buy utility and 
need satisfaction, not goods and services as such. This is much in line with Mont’s (2001) statement 
that customers are now looking at the product function and not products per se. Hence, manufac-
turers have taken on new responsibilities, to provide superior services for their integrated offerings 
in meeting increasing consumer demand.  

With regards to smart products we will now take a closer look at the relationship between smart 
products and services, through an empirical data collection. 
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4 Empirical Data 

In this section the empirical findings will be presented separately for each interview as well as a presentation of the data 
collection. Individual questions from the questionnaire have been attached to provide emphasis on critical moments from 
the interviews. 

The Empirical results will be presented below. The following sections present both secondary col-
lected through literature and primary data collected through interviews on the case studies. 

4.14.14.14.1 SKF AB 

Founded in 1907, SKF is a global manufacturer, focused on bearing manufacturing, concern and 
proclaimed world leaders of products, solutions and services. SKF is an abbreviation for Svenska 
Kullagerfabriken AB. SKF groups its technologies into the following categories, Bearings and Units, 
Seals, Mechatronics, Services, and Lubrication Systems. The company is further divided into three 
divisions; Industrial Division, Service Division (servicing original OEM´s) as well as an Automotive 
Division – combined branching over 40 segments. SKF also has its own R&D department.  

4.1.1 Service Division  

Our interests for this study are firmly based on SKF service portfolio. From a broad scan of their 
annual reports and value proposition, the following description of their service division is provided; 

The Service Division of SKF serves on a global scale, focused on aftermarket services, as well as 
providing knowledge based services and a broad product variety, of seals and bearings and Mecha-
tronics. With a network of over 7,000 authorized distributors, the division boasts five global Condi-
tion Monitoring Centers focused on designing and delivering hardware and software.  SKF is openly 
engaged in building Solutions factories in which the future infrastructure for delivering complete, 
integrated solutions through the SKF´s technology platform. SKF is represented in 130 countries 
with over 100 manufacturing sites and sales companies supported by 15 000 distributor locations 
and a strong e-market presence. At the end of 2009 the firm employed 41,127 worldwide with a 
turnover of 3,203 Million Swedish Kronor's (SKF, 2011). 
 
The focus of SKF is traditionally on the pulp and paper market. The products distributed by SKF 
are assisted by artificial intelligence which can assist operations. These include eddy current readers, 
ultrasonic and magnetic readers. In short these are devices that help read electromagnetic signals, 
such as current and voltage fluctuations. This helps in predicting and defining new parameters for 
future products design. (SKF, 2010)  Moreover, SKF introduces two streams of research that en-
compass a smarter working environment; 

• Intelligent machining and integrating sensors and measuring equipment into machines  for more 
consistent and reliable manufacturing processes. 

• Advanced intelligent technologies for vision systems and measuring enabling a tighter control 
of manufacturing processes. 
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Further focus is being placed on product life cycle management whereby SKF is actively researching 
into sustainability issues (SKF, 2010). Moreover, the service department is an independent business 
unit in the SKF organization steered by its own profit centre. Aftermarket services currently amount 
to 60% of the firm’s income and R&D spending of the firm amounted to 2, 2% of annual sales ex-
cluding IT solutions remaining the same as 2008. The focus on research is currently, on the sustain-
ability, core-technologies, new products and extending the links to technical universities (SKF, 
2010). 

4.24.24.24.2 Interviews with SKF AB 

Technology is in the focus of SKF´s service strategy. Increasingly, services are moving towards de-
veloping High tech centers for prototyping and customer service excellence improvement. This is 
constituted in the secondary data collected on the firm. Certain questions have been chosen from 
the questionnaire to be presented here. This is due to their importance and relevance to the study. 
Where the Interviewer was unable to answer, secondary information has been used to support the 
interview questions. 

4.2.1 Smart Products 

• Question 1: What is the role of Smart products in relation to your service offering?  

SKF focuses on the usage of sensors in their bearings, (i.e. “Smart bearings”) in order to measure 
temperature, speed, direction, rotation and vibration. Sensors are capable of reporting back status 
updates on the actual bearing, the original machine and the conditions it is operating in such as heat, 
tolerance, and stability. 

Using sensors in their products SKF is able to understand more about the customer operating envi-
ronment, the machinery tolerance levels as well as the original OEM’s machinery that the bearing 
runs in. Respondent C mentions that the increasing developments into technology have allowed 
these sensors to transmit data through the usage of wireless technologies, and comments this has 
allowed SKF to increase the remote monitoring ability and our ability to catch errors early, increas-
ing both service performance and extending their services to cover the original OEM machine and 
the management of its spare parts as well. 

In discussing sensor usage, various possibilities are supported both in the secondary data as well as 
the interview.  The possibility of sensors allows, SKF to impact the installation costs and time to 
install machines, and was mentioned as a standard feature for SKF high end bearings. Much of the 
attention of smart products in SKF is associated with monitoring ability and priorities are matched 
to SLA offerings, and product lifecycle management (SKF, 2010). There are plans to continue de-
veloping these sectors of the business. According to Respondent C, the use of sensors is critical to 
SKF service design, and they further state; “It is on the basis of this that services such as Remote Maintenance, 
Root-cause Analysis and Condition Monitoring are possible.” 

• Question 2 how do smart products generate value in your B2B Relationship? 

The manufacturing strategy at SKF is zero tolerance. This is explained as an attempt to achieve zero 
waste and defects in production. With this, customers are provided with the opportunity to use SKF 
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condition monitoring to improve their own production and are offered the ability to share informa-
tion with SKF and vice versa. Respondent C mentioned that through the information sharing capa-
bilities, SKF drives best practice and iterative development in its manufacturing processes as well as 
Six Sigma (a highly rigorous product quality program) to ensure constant manufacturing excellence. 

4.2.2 Demand Management  

• Question 3: How would you describe your relationship with your customers? Two examples are transactional or 
relationship based? 

The closeness of the customer is mentioned as extremely important to SKF, as well as the relation-
ship with the distribution network. Respondent C mentions the advantages of a close relationship as 
the ability to improve uptime and efficiency whilst focus on processes and having the ability to rec-
ommend the right maintenance strategy. Moreover, to optimize the working processes between all 
parties involved. SKF can provide additional services such as consulting services from strategic 
planning to life cycle costing by coming closer to the customer, they add; “Our strategy is simple; we are 
highly customer oriented and always aware of the customer best interest.” 
 

4.2.3 Customer Service Models 

• Question 4:  Describe you service strategy? Are your services rather product oriented (technical services), use 
oriented (leasing) or result oriented (i.e. you can freely choose how to produce result)?    

Respondent C: A brief introduction was provided by the respondent into the nature of SKF and 
service management. The strategy is described as highly service oriented and suggests that Opera-
tions management is a critical part of SKF service strategy made up services, products and proc-
esses.”  Respondent C continued to say that SKF has taken on numerous service roles throughout 
the last twenty years. In the past a lot of attention was placed on spare parts management and rou-
tine and manual checkups of the installed base at customer sites but now technology is at the fore-
front of the service business.  

SKF is described as being focused on providing results. Services are explained as process oriented 
and products are explained as being designed with more intelligence to match the business needs 
and customer expectation. Respondent C states;   “We have always considered services are a core-component 
of our business. Since the early 1980´s we have been strongly engaged in service management and our strategy can be 
described as basing our solutions around performance and processes.” 

• Question 5. What is the major revenue income source?  

SKF is described as a value driven firm. The major value stream comes from high end service con-
tracts, and strategic process orientation amongst customers. 

• Question 6. Describe your service portfolio and approach?  

The customer portfolio ranges from manufacturers of cars, trucks, two-wheelers, automotive com-
ponents, household appliances and small electric motors. Since the lead time for developing a new 
generation of these products is normally fairly long, SKF is often involved in the development proc-
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ess years before production starts. Many of SKF products for each segment are specifically designed 
for each customer and each application. Respondent C adds “SKF is a huge family; we have thousands of 
distributors, around the world, in an attempt to stay close to our customer.” 

Respondent C: “When rolling out a service SKF controls the risk of taking on too much responsibility is narrowed 
down by best practise measures established by SKF to evaluate the customer and the pain points to maximize service 
customization and pricing issues. SKF also believes in keeping the customer as close as possible...” 

Respondent C went on to say; “In the transition phase of a service deal we are often up between 15 -30 people 
onsite in the transition or service takeover phase of the customer.  Secondly, the service is followed up by service person-
nel throughout the service contract. Our average service lifeline is between 3 to 5 years. And we strategically locate 
partners who share the same values, structure and experiences.” 

• Question 7: Can you briefly list the major trends in service business models in your industry? 
 
The interviewee described the outlook of the industry as is, whereby many product centric firms 
were suggested at looking more and more at services. Additionally these firms are looking at innova-
tive service opportunities with their products. Other major trends surfacing from the interview were 
both predictive maintenance and remote services. These were described as best practise for most 
industrial manufacturers in involved in heavy machinery.  In an attempt to increase the service port-
folios, SKF uses a strategy of acquiring new firms in the service sector.  It is explained as a long and 
careful process whereby intense groundwork is laid out in order to match the two cultures of the 
firm.  
 
Asking about the orientation of the product in relation to the business model ( that is how does the 
product effect the business model i.e. sale or lease), the respondent mentioned that due to the fact 
that the bearings are a central component of other OEM machines, i.e. the printing press, SKF now 
looks at servicing the entire product. The respondent explains: 
 
 “What we have managed to do is be an early mover into sensor based technology, building up complex and highly 
scalable applications that motivate the OEM to turn over his service business to us. That means that we are ultimately 
in charge of service for the entire machine, with our product being just a single component of it. This has leveraged us 
into a position whereby we are the service bearer of not only our bearings but also the manufacturer’s machine. An 
example of this is in the paper-pulp industry, with expensive rollers, and printers.” 
 

• Question 8: What services do you offer? 

The current services offered are; condition monitoring and maintenance consultancy; service agree-
ments and training, rebuilding, business consulting, engineering solutions, refurbishment solutions, 
alignment services as well as maintenance services, and diagnostics including – remote services, lu-
brication analysis and on site thermo graphic monitoring (SKF, 2010). Respondent C concludes that 
services within remote diagnostics are becoming increasingly popular and widely used due to techno-
logical developments.  

The services are explained as result oriented. SKF engages in full service agreements that cover the 
original OEM product. SKF bearings are components of the original machine and are sold to the 
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product OEM. Service investments are said to weigh heavily in the facilitation of online monitoring 
tools, whereby SKF can track the status of their products in order to fulfill their service agreements. 

4.2.4 Technology Supporting the Service Strategy  

• Question 9: How has your service strategy changed in relation to new technology? 

The interviewee was unable to address the issues pertaining to the technological infrastructure at 
SKF. Hence, we have used secondary data to help us answer this question for the analysis.  

In evaluating the service strategy relation with new technology, SKF collaborates with their distribu-
tion partners, through e-business portals. It is described that customers need to get the right prod-
ucts at the right time. A key driver of SKF’s technology development today is an increased focus on 
developing the offerings of the company. Those being products and services. The information sys-
tem houses a customer relationship management interface, and is highly integrated with customer, 
supplier and distributor (SKF, 2010). 

• Question 10: What kind of information on your installed base do you currently have and how do you access it? 
 
SKF presents a comprehensive solution to manage their information needs. All software is 
maintained in house and is built on the principles of pro-active reliability maintenance, operator 
driven reliability and integrated maintenance solutions.  
 

 

 

Figure 4-1: Aptitude Solution for the Installed base 

   
The SKF aptitude IT solution as shown in figure 4.1 can be described as a common software plat-
form, that supports cross-communication, enables maintenance collaboration between maintenance 
teams, and allowing a comprehensive asset management programme (SKF Aptitude, 2011). 
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The Aptitude solution exhibits the following features;  
 

• Aptitude Observer: provides online condition monitoring, live data feeds and trends that 
occur over a log based history file, including a well work graphical interface for end 
user interpretation. 

 

• Decision support:  Provides  aggregated data for the updating of plant efficiency and 
maintenance runs  

 

• Periodic vibration /process data:  Through the use of PDA´s route based information is 
provided In order to carry out predictive maintenance routes. 

 

• Aptitude Inspector:  The inspector is an analysis function that inspects the data linked 
together with the condition based monitoring tasks. 

 

• Analysis: This provides step-by step guidance for the maintenance staff when 
approaching analysis tasks. 

 

• Online Surveillance:  A feature whereby critical machinery (paper-mills, wind farms, off-
shore oil rigs placed in diverse locations can be monitored. 

 

4.2.5 Service Offering 

• Question 11: What are the leading factors in guiding you towards an integrated service offering? 
 
As early adopters of the servitization trend, SKF identified a need to expand from pure product 
manufacturers, towards services; this can be seen as a push from the provider side. However, re-
spondent C suggests that “customers are becoming more demanding and willing to shift the risk from them to 
us. As we are competent in delivering service management and know the products best, it is a natural step for us to 
fulfill the client’s needs and develop our service strategy.” 
 
The movement towards an integrated model is due to the environmental conditions, referring to 
competition from 3rd party servicing.  

4.2.6 Value Creation Criteria 

• Question 12: What are quality requirements for installed base information (e.g. level of detail, data 
aggregation, data delivery frequency)?  

 
In the follow up interview with SKF we addressed the issues not taken up in the first interview. One 
of the main focal points of the interview was to investigate the installed base of the products and the 
controlling of them. 

Due to the nature of SKF providing end to end services, the development of their software man-
agement platform is described as central to adopting a “vertical” approach to their service manage-
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ment.  Critical areas of data capture are described in all areas of the product life cycle with early de-
tection of problems and breakdowns, to summarized aggregates of repeating errors, for further 
product design. Respondent C suggests that SKF is a market leader when it comes to managing the 
real time information streaming from their products. The necessity of this control lays in the respon-
sibility SKF carries in the form of SLA agreements.  In complementing the information received 
from the respondent we have addressed the in-house IT solution Aptitude presented in figure 4.1 
above. 

4.34.34.34.3 Atlas Copco Tooling Division Sweden 

4.3.1 Company Presentation 

Founded in 1873, Atlas Copco is a global provider with partners found in major industries including, 
automotive, aerospace, appliance, consumer electronics, off-road & large transports, power & energy 
as well as general engineering. Service and products include air compression equipment, generator, 
mining and building equipment, industrial tooling, assembly systems together with financial services 
and leasing options is listed on the Stockholm stock exchange. At the end of 2009 Atlas Copco em-
ployed over 30 000 people worldwide with a revenue intake of 64 Billion Swedish Kroner’s. Atlas 
Copco has manufacturing plants in 20 countries, with products sold and hired out under different 
brand names that are covered in a worldwide network of sales and service-networks reaching more 
than 170 countries whereas half of those units are owned completely or partly of Atlas Copco (Atlas 
Copco, 2010).  The firm also has an R&D department. 
 

4.3.2 Service Division explained 

Since 2007, Atlas Copco sports an independent service division. The strategy behind the move is 
indicated at Atlas Copco´s intentions to move towards an ever increasing aftermarket strategy for 
the increasing installed base. In the turnaround of services at the firm, Atlas Copco presented ser-
vices as 40% of the net profit, year 2007 (Atlas Copco Press, 2007) with an increased tendency 
showing both positive for both years, 2008 as well as 2009 (Atlas Copco, 2010) to 42%. Figure 4.2 
shows the revenue distribution between product and service functions of the firm. 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 

 
 

Equipment Aftermarket Services 

58% 42,00 % 

Figure 4-2: Product/Service Ratio Atlas Copco (Atlas Copco, 2010) 
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4.3.3 Smart Products  

 

• Question 1: What is the role of Smart products in relation to your service offering?  
 
The role of smart products at Atlas Copco differs dependant on the division. Respondent A, 
confirms that although sensors are increasingly popular in products of other nature at Atlas Copco, 
such as air-pumps and compressors, the tooling sector does not carry “smart” products. Instead 
these electronic devices are rather static in their operation and monitoring is carried out via manual 
observation and regular checkups.  
 
 

• Question 2: What are quality requirements for installed base information (i.e. level of detail, data aggregation, 
data delivery frequency)?  

 
The quality of information is regarded as a principle factor for Atlas Copco. The knowledge of 
which product, its repair history and usage functions are all described as important. Information 
from the devices is not stored and automatically sent to any processing system. Respondent A 
concludes that Atlas Copco, tooling division does not leverage their installed base via connected 
devices, (devices able to connect with other devices). Instead what Atlas Copco does is follow 
regular maintenance runs whereby physical checks are carried out at pre-decided intervals. 
 

• Question 3: What kind of information on your installed base do you currently have and how do you access it? 
 
The installed bases of products are explained as continually growing at customer sites. Respondent B 
states, that as the installed base grows so does the opportunity for aftermarket services. As men-
tioned above Atlas Copco intentions are to move closer to the customer, in order to offer high end, 
tailored services, but fail to access their installed base but are not using remote services.  

4.3.4 Customer Relationship Management 

 

• Question 4: How would you describe your relationship with your customers as i.e. transactional, relationship 
based? 

 
Atlas Copco tooling division is described as extremely product oriented. That means that a lot of 
focus is put on transactional services such as spare parts, whilst sales are put forth as the main profit 
driver. Furthermore, there exist both specialized and non specialized products, depending on price, 
functionality and usage. The specialized products delivered it clients has enabled Atlas Copco to 
build a more intimate level with the customer, due to the expertise needed to service the product.”  
 
Further into the conversation, the respondent bought up a new topic, the competition to Atlas 
Copco products. What is explained is a gap existing between sales and aftermarket services, allowing 
for 3rd party service providers to enter with their repairs and spare parts programme. The majority of 
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the products are categorized as “non-specialized” are primary targets for local workshops, who offer 
cheaper services to our customers.  Hence, Atlas Copco sways between a relational and transactional 
approach depending on the level of the expertise required. Secondly, the sales staff of Atlas Copco is 
extremely product oriented.  Further suggesting, that the sales force need to be schooled in the op-
portunities that lay in services instead of the short sighted views of a transactional product sale.”  
Additionally, he mentions the division needing to come closer to the customer in order to close the 
gap and secure the aftermarket services.” 

4.3.5 Customer Service Models 

• Question 5: Describe you service strategy? Are your services rather product oriented (i.e. technical services), use 
oriented (i.e. leasing) or result oriented (i.e. you can freely choose how to produce result)?    

As mentioned above Atlas Copco tooling division Is extremely product oriented, however it is de-
scribes that since late 2007 they have established their own service profit centre, to truly drive forth 
our service ambitions within the firm and correctly show the strength on services on an individual 
aggregated level. Currently the service division is gearing towards providing more comprehensive 
services to customers. When asked why it was explained that many 3rd party service providers are 
taking service market share away from Atlas Copco.  

• Question 6: Can you briefly list the major trends in service business models in your industry? 
 
In questioning the Respondent A about the current state of the industry and its inclination towards 
service approaches, he responded: “Luckily we are larger and more aggressive in this domain and are market 
leaders and are seeing a strong push towards services and leasing plans after the recent recession, 2008- 2009.” 

Respondent A elaborated on the industry as a whole, saying that there is a definite change in the 
strategy of many product firms towards services, mentioning the role being firmly placed on after-
market services, and focusing more and more on sustainability issues, such as reuse, recycling and 
extending product life cycles.  These competitive forces are mostly found in the high end range of 
product development and have a lot of experience as well as a large client and product installed base. 
One of the main motivations mentioned towards service development is the increased revenue op-
portunity imminent for product firms in after market services. 

 

• Question 7: What is the major revenue income source?  

In light of this question we are curious to find out the weight and perceptions of products versus 
services. This can include leasing as well. During the conversation with Respondent A it was ex-
plained that product sales are the main source of income, however, services and leasing have been 
increasing in light of the recent recessions. Customers have found the flexibility of rental and leasing 
easier to manage opposed to large cash downs and investments without security. Still however, in-
come sources are devoted mainly to product sales. 
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• Question 8: What services do you offer? 
 
Currently in the tooling sector, pneumatic and electric nut runners and screwdrivers are offered. Re-
spondent A describes that the tooling division has tooling products used at larger customer sites that 
are extremely intelligent and are equipped with micro-chipped devices that allow for software inte-
gration and interaction.  These devices are describes as carrying high impending service warnings 
which we can capture through our predictive maintenance solution Tool scan RCM (Reliability Cen-
tred Maintenance). The high end machines are explained as requiring regular maintenance as to 
minimize the possibilities of wear and tear, performance failure and angle slippage. In the electronic 
pulse tools, the speed and torque in relation with oil level is also critical in monitoring performance. 
Without careful watch, these pulse units could create mass failure. Respondent A concludes: “how-
ever, that there exists no actual remote diagnostic link up with the product in the current service strategy for the tooling 
department, we meet the customer onsite in order to extract the data.  
 

4.3.6 Services offered 

• Question 9: What are the leading factors in guiding you as a company towards an integrated service offering? 
 
The question bought about a lot of reflection for the interviewee. The following views were ex-
pressed. Respondent A describes, that After setting up our own service profit centre the firm is now 
able to now focus on a service strategy for the entire company, however product sales are the num-
ber one revenue winner, and a strong internal process need to work with the service mindset of the 
firm to change this.” . Respondent A, mentions that Atlas Copco, is still in the process of transform-
ing to a service driven firm culturally, but realize the advantages of service, as to increase revenues, 
and prevent 3rd party service providers. 
 

4.3.7 Value Creation 

• Question 10:  How would smart products generate value in B2B constellations? 
 
The value generation was reflected upon in both monetary and non-monetary terms. As Respondent 
A puts it, “The value to be able to increase our services through smart devices is definitely something we are looking 
into.” They add that it could be an added development of the service function to track the calibration 
cycles, in order to produce regular scheduled maintenance runs, and save a lot of time as well as 
money on sending out maintenance crews without confirming the critical nature of the service.  
Equally, the ability to aggregate information over the entire range of devices, as to say many-many 
(networked devices) raised some excitement amongst our interviewee for future analytics and service 
strategy. 
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4.3.8 Service Technology 

• Question 11: How has your service strategy changed in relation to new technology? 
 
Respondent B , explains that smart technology has definitely changed the landscape of the manufac-
turing industry as a whole, but mentions that it is both expensive (infrastructure), not easily deploy-
able and there are hesitations concerning connecting remotely to them, to monitor diagnostics and 
calibration, or faults. The difficulty of monitoring these tools is described: “The smartness of our tools is 
increasing in our service portfolio. However, there are immediate pitfalls with built in technology, such as the disability 
to capture errors via remote diagnostics. It is increasingly difficult to separate the faults in real-time, as there are a 
thousand things that can go wrong with the device.” 
 
Site operations are explained as technicians being able to carry out analysis on certain tools, by using 
statistical bench marking; these include variation, distribution, histogram, mean values and Standard 
deviations from the product according to pre-defined service measurements. Statistics are able to 
compare tools with each other, and provide specific application to their task and measurement for 
tools. This is known as SPC (Statistical Process Control). Work instruction handbooks are available 
through the E-Portal for customer use and download (Atlas Copco Predictive Maintenance, 2010). 

4.44.44.44.4 SAP AG 

Founded in 1972 SAP is the largest ERP vendor in Europe. The acronym SAP stands for “Systems, 
Applications and Products in data processing”). SAP currently operates worldwide in over 50 coun-
tries with a count of over 109 000 customers. The range of SAP products range from back office, 
warehouse to storefront, as well as desktop to mobile devices.  

• What is the relationship with Smart products and SAP? 
 
Respondent D: “SAP is currently highly focused on building out their research networks into the fields of an inter-
net of things and smart products.” This was explained as SAP being on the leading edge of RFID and 
Sensor based development with successful European projects such as Sensei, encompassing the 
bringing together of sensors to create a smarter world. This is the focus of many leading research 
initiatives, one paradigm being IOT. Respondent C mentions the following; “In partnership with the 
European Union, SAP research labs are actively researching into the field of IOT. This field is poised to bring about 
a host of new changes on the manufacturing floor including increased M2M communication, product and service auto-
mation.” 
 

• What are the general opinions of  servitization in the arena of  product-based firms? 
 
Firms are showing increased signs of  wanting to build out their services. We have marked a large 
influx of  queries into the ability to connect devices to back end systems, in order to drive forth a 
complete stack solution and improve our clients service software. 
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• Please describe the popularity of  smart products amongst firms and their capabilities? 
Respondent D describes remote services as an old-new trend that has been around since early 2000 
but only now is starting to be driven home by product firms, however with a reborn interest in the 
field;  

“We are witnessing an increasing shift from the traditional service applications towards demands for high end analytic 
dashboards, real-time measures and flexible lightweight applications that can control scalability and deliver near real 
time interpreted data...“increasing context data is being applied to the forefront of service development.” 

The continuation of the interview, provide insight into how the industry is developing into an ana-
lytical arena, whereby technology supports the robust demands of the consumer. Certain issues 
arose into the implementation of smart products on the manufacturing floor looking past the obvi-
ous conditions of providing simple analysis reports. Secondly, another challenge is the technical in-
frastructure of a smarter environment, scalability is an issue that needs to be dealt with and the abil-
ity for products to store large amounts of data on micro sized storage capacity chips. 

• What are the limitations and pain points of  service development?  
 
In regards to this question, respondent D shared his experience and reports from the industry on 
the worrying factors for manufacturers and their service expansion. He went on to say that 
manufacturers typically are worried over infrastructure requirements and the costs of  associated with 
technology and its maintenance. What is more is that the consumer in a typical product-centric 
environment is burdened with the cost of providing a fully integrated infrastructure to comply with 
service delivery, which is an add-on to the service warranty.  Respondent D went on to say that 
recurring themes for smart product implementation, often recur to themes are scalability, and the 
TCO of products with new technology. From this an opportunity arises for the service provider to 
offer the product, service and technology as a complete solution, increasing customer dependency 
and supplier power, whilst encouraging vertical integration from the supplier side, meaning an end 
to end solution. 
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5 Analysis 

This section presents the results from the Empirical section and is supported by the theoretical framework. Moreover, we return to the central theme; smart products; 
in order to gauge their activity in relation to the existing theory base. This section includes also a table which discusses the advantages and pain-points of smart ser-
vices collected under the interviews. 

Table 5.1 Summarized Results from the Empirical Findings 

Company 1. Smart 
products 
Usage 

2. Services offered 3.Demand 
Management 

4. Value 
Creation 
Criteria 

5. Customer Service Models 6. Technology Supporting Service Strategy 

 
 
SKF 
 

 
Yes 
 

 
Basic Installed Services 

 
Professional Services 

 
Maintenance Services 

 
Operational Service 

 

 
Network  Based 

 
New channels include M2M 

data collection 

 
Co Cre-
ational 
between 
customer 

and supplier 
 

 
Collaborative service provider. 

. 
 

Product, Use and Result oriented 
 

 
Ability to send data to back end systems for analysis. 

 
Product lifecycle perspective easier to follow 

 

 
 
ATLAS 
COPCO 
 
 
 

 
No 

 
Basic Installed Services 

 
Professional Services 

 
Maintenance Services 

 
 

Transactional, however mov-
ing towards Relationship 

based services 
 
 

 
Non co 
creational 

 
Value Added Service Provider/ 

 
Product and use oriented 

 

 
Data flows not actual from the installed to back end 

systems. 
 

Product Lifecycle perspective difficult to follow 

 
 
SAP  
 
 
 
 
 

 
High interest 
low usage 

Amongst many 
manufacturers 

 

 
 

n/a 

 
 

Transactional 
in nature –  but an increasing 
shift towards relationship 

based services 

 
Non co-
creational 

 

 
Value added service providers 

 
Product and use oriented. 

 
Large amount of suppliers not connected to back end 

system through  base product, 
 

Product Lifecycle perspective difficult to follow 
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Table 5.1 shows an overview of the results collected under the empirical findings phase. Based on 
the theoretical framework outlay, the analysis will follow the same outline. The analysis will discuss 
the points presented in the summarized results table 5.1 above and be divided into the following sec-
tions; smart product usage of the product firms, customer and demand management, customer ser-
vice models, the technology supporting the applied service strategy as well as the use of offerings, 
and value creation techniques used in their service delivery.  
 

5.15.15.15.1 Smart Products Usage, Advantages and Pain Points among Product Firms 

The empirical results show that smart products are regarded as an important part of the service de-
livery for SKF. These products are described as being connected to the back end systems by which 
SKF is able to analyze the service needs of the customer. Atlas Copco however, currently does not 
have products that are connected to back end systems in which they can perform result analysis on 
their products. Instead their service delivery is steered manually, with scheduled checks being carried 
out by maintenance staff. SAP a large supplier to many industrial product firms, confirms that there 
is a strong interest amongst many leading manufacturers to introduce smart products onto their 
shop floors in the near future. However, apart from a handful of major product firms, many are 
suggested to be watching the success of early adopters before implementing smart products.  
 
Through the empirical data collection both advantages and pain points to the implementation of 
smart products where collected. These are represented in the table 5.2 below. SKF mention the abil-
ity of smart products as a means to provide increasing lock in amongst customers, with future long 
term contracts being awarded and increasing trust built. Further evidence is provided that service 
revenues are being maximized through SKF´s ability to take advantage of all four industrial service 
sectors as presented by Oliva and Kallenberg (2003) figure 3.3. In drawing closer to the customer 
(relationship based), services such as both maintenance as well as operational services draw increas-
ing service revenue to the firm and provide a competitive edge over their rivals through both differ-
entiation as well as customization. Customization can be tied to the improvement of customer 
needs. With highly visible views into the customer operations through product information, SKF is 
readily able to interpret future needs and provide solutions together with the customer, instead of 
receiving “nasty” surprises in the operational pipeline. A “nasty” surprise could be anything for a 
line stoppage to critical product failure on a new line of equipment. 
 
SLA monitoring to a large part is a crucial measurement in product-service delivery today. A report 
from Harbor Research (2010) presented in the theoretical frame point towards SLA measurements 
as a way to control increasing amounts of data by which contracts are steer service supplier and cus-
tomer relations. With the ability of smart products able to send data to the back end ERP systems, 
SLA agreements are easily monitored and kept up to date with service providers in case of critical 
warning. This pre-emptive approach allows both supplier and customer to keep operations running 
at the agreed level; examples being 99, 9 percent uptime. Without data control and visibility product 
firm’s not using smart products and their systems run the risk of not knowing potential break down 
points with their products and increase the risk factor for possible operational downtime. 
 
Increasing the lifecycle of a product is a core-tenant in maintaining a service oriented focus. Whilst, 
product centric firms may argue that products are built to be broken (in attempts to sell more), with 
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Transactional services thriving on break down and spare parts replacement, relational services differ 
in the fact that the lifecycle of the product is managed from cradle to grave. One of the most critical 
advantages according to us the author is the ability to increase the product lifecycle. Sakao and 
Sundin (2009) suggests that sustainability is an ever increasing issue for manufacturers in sight of 
increasing raw material prices, energy and EU legislation on afterlife product handling. Valuable ma-
terials exist inside the machine that could be possibly used again in new products. The ability for 
smart products to know themselves, and report back status updates of their respective components 
gives product firms the ability to reduce the amount of maintenance runs, ultimately causing long-
term wear down) and focus on replacing out the parts showing weakness. 
 
End to end vertical design shows the ability of firms able to sow up their IT assets into a complete 
solution. This reduces the need to outsource applications, and builds knowledge repositories for fu-
ture service needs. Furthermore, integration of application components are harmonized through in-
ternal IT developments that mirror the firms IT infrastructure and requirements.  
 
Pain points can be assessed from two perspectives. One is vulnerability and the other is opportunity. 
In focusing on vulnerability we see that firms wishing to expand their services face increasing costs 
due to upkeep, implementation and deployment costs. Increasing further expansions into smart 
technology require increasing software and patch updates and complexity increases the ability for 
failure. These issues were mainly expressed by firms headed towards services.  

Opportunistically, the research provides a gap for suppliers SAP to fill a large hole. The ability to 
create a harmonized integration layer for smart product devices to complement the already built 
ERP solution would allow for SAP to further their software offerings and in turn lock in service 
providers using their software. 
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Table 5.2: Advantages and Pain-points of sampled product-firms 

 

5.25.25.25.2 Services Offered 

The services offered from both product firms show a movement from transactional towards rela-
tionship based services. This is a general movement in the market described by earlier by Neely 
(2007) as well as Wise and Baumgartner (1999) as a way for firms to differentiate themselves in an 
increasingly competitive market. Moreover, both SKF as well as Atlas Copco provide illustrations 
whereby “solutions” instead of products and independent services are being focused on, a key point 
in the manifest put forth by Gummesson et al. (2010) in an attempt to co-create value between cus-
tomer and service provider.  

In the empirical data collected SKF show strong leadership in their service approach. They encom-
pass all four service areas whereby the service offering grid points out four major areas of services, 
including basic installed services, professional services, maintenance services, and operational ser-
vices. Atlas Copco however, shows only evidence of supporting three categories of services, includ-
ing basic installed services, professional services, as well as maintenance services. A deeper look at 
the maintenance service offerings, which include remote services such as conditional and asset man-
agement, show the leverage that SKF have through smart product deployment. Where Atlas Copco 
runs a manual, pre-scheduled predictive maintenance plan, SKF is far more dynamic. The use of 
smart products relaying product status and distress signals, allow for a broader more accurate plan-
ning forecast, where a 1000 devices can be monitored simultaneously and grouped according to their 
status. This allows for predictive maintenance to be steered by computer generated reports and 
alarms through their comprehensive back end system, shown in fig 4.1.  

Smart Products and their Systems in Product Firms. 

 
 
Advantages  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

• Increased service lock-in  

• Increased service revenues and control of the installed base  

• Improve Customer needs  

• SLA monitoring 

• Increased product life cycle and design 

• End to End integration 

 
Pain-Points 
 

 

• Increasing risk for software errors with product complexity. 

• Increasing costs for upkeep. 

• Infrastructure and deployment costs of smart technology. 
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The ability for SKF to extend their service portfolio into operational services is further enabled by 
the use of smart products and their capabilities. Oliva and Kallenberg (2003) describe how opera-
tional services aim at the takeover of service development and operations by the supplier on the cus-
tomer behalf. The interpretation from the interviews points towards the amount of intelligence that 
SKF has collected on their customer and their products and processes, through their monitoring 
activities. In order for SKF to take over a clients service developments, I see information and trust 
as two critical success factors. Smart products are ultimately built to store, distribute and use infor-
mation to make operations more improved. The awareness they bring to the service provider is criti-
cal in order to take over a customer’s service development. Atlas Copco is unfortunately unable to 
collect and use this information, due to the fact that they are currently not using smart products. 
This leads to an ultimate barrier towards entering operational services, and shows how using smart 
products has helped SKF increase their service portfolio as well as revenues in this high end service 
category. 

5.35.35.35.3 Demand Management 

Relationship Transactional  Relationship 
Based 

Networked Based  

Demand Management Selling, Maximize 
transactions 

Maximize lifetime 
value of consumers 

 

  

 

Co-creating value 
with a network of 
consumers 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-1: The Movement Downstream through Relationship Management. 

From the data collected we can constitute that firms are on their way downstream, in order to come 
closer to their customer. SKF, Atlas Copco as well as SAP confirm their and others firms orientation 
firmly set on services for the future to come. This is described as ripple effect throughout the indus-
try.  

Windahl and Lakemond (2010) mention the increasing importance of relationship management in 
firms looking to transform from a product-centric strategy into integrated service provider. As stated 
by Gebert et al. (2003) customer relationship management is a way of increasing customer loyalty as 
well as becoming more customer-centric. Customer loyalty, in its turn leads often to increased lock 
in amongst firms. When interviewing Atlas Copco, the discussion came about that their product ser-
vices were ambushed by cheaper 3rd party competition. The traditional sales force, had failed to sell 
in the service package and that revenue was been lost due to expensive pricing on the side of Atlas 
Copco and lost business to cheaper players. Respondent A, acknowledged that a good idea would be 

Downstream Movement of Product-Centric 
Firms towards Relationship based Services 

ATLAS COPCO AND  INDUSTRY 

           SKF 
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to reach out and claim back lost ground as only Atlas Copco knows their product, and cheaper play-
ers ran the risk of carrying out non-adequate service on the tool. Essentially, we see this problem as 
a lack of trust and commitment from the customer side, to inherent factors of relationship manage-
ment. 

Essentially CRM is based upon the ability to collect, store and share information from the customer 
collection points. We hence, argue that when using smart products (as in the case of SKF) a new 
channel is opened in the CRM process. This goes over and above, traditional channels such as cus-
tomer call centers, documentation, and computer records and is generated automatically through 
M2M communication. The fact that smart products are context aware, and can send and receive 
data, they are able to read off critical status reports from the OEM machines, has allowed for the 
provider to build up a strong knowledge base on the needs, processes and understanding of the in-
stalled base and the habit of production. This could be that after every 1000 cycles, the machine may 
require oil, or after a particular batch run or certain measures need to be taken in order to maximize 
operation runtimes. By understanding customer drivers and customer profitability companies can 
tailor their offerings to maximize the overall value of their customer portfolio. In turn automation 
acts on behalf of the client, and the automated ability for smart products, to send and receive data 
flows provides a new communication channel, whereby M2M technology replaces the human inter-
face, with key information feeds.  

Additionally, the connectivity built into products allows SKF to move into a network based relation-
ship whereby, the ability to gather and aggregate information becomes increasingly easier, allowing 
best practice and customer customized adaption of service needs to be generated. These include be-
havioral traits of the machinery, and thresholds whereby products are close to breakdown. Tradi-
tionally, these pain points led to unforeseen breakdowns and customer shutdown on the production 
line, however, through capturing faults, and providing the customer with service patches, customer 
relationship management is enhanced.  

This is typically known as a win-win (co-creating value) situation, whereby relationships are so inti-
mate, both firms strategies rely on each other’s success. This can be firmly linked to Prahalad and 
Ramaswamy, (2004) suggesting that firms increasing their ability to come closer to the customer ul-
timate stand the chance of increasing their economical value.  

With increasing demand being placed on the collection points of data, to enhance the service and 
keep up customer loyalty, and satisfaction, smart products provides a new dimension to the gather-
ing of data, and allows the service and customer to come increasingly closer and develop each 
other’s service strategy through increased connectivity and smart product usage. In turn customer 
trust and loyalty is built. 

5.45.45.45.4 Customer Service Models 

The business model of the firm is described by Windahl and Lakemond, (2010) as an important 
measure in moving towards integrated service provision. From the empirical findings we see the 
status of industrial firms, falling between the stages of collaborative and value added service provid-
ers. According to Oliva and Kallenberg (2003) firms falling between these intervals attempt to prac-
tice differentiation strategies in order to outmaneuver the competition. 
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SKF shows outstanding capabilities and ranks as a total solution provider one step ahead of value 
added service providers in the value chain.  In a closer look, we see that smart products, are central 
but not drivers to enabling this prime service position. In fact technology is not identified as the key 
driver to service development. It is described as an important support to the strategy, but ultimately, 
the change comes from the firm willing to change its own processes and service delivery as inter-
preted through the interviews. Key services, such as root-cause analysis, and predictive maintenance 
with said to be further advanced through sensor based activity. With the ability to pinpoint errors in 
the install base and increasing data collection on regular faulting, SKF begins to consult on the entire 
OEM product, not just the bearings or seals they own inside the actual machine. The implication is 
that SKF takes a superior role in the network chain co-coordinating both service for the original 
OEM and the customer.  What is more is that the value stream changes and services become based 
around large performance contracts. What is more is that product intelligence is widely adopted in 
the firm with strong R&D activities.  

 

 

 

Figure 5-2: PSS framework adapted to sampled companies. (Tukker, 2004) 

Smart services, allow for more customized pricing functions, whereby performance management can 
be managed and value can be increased for both service provider and customer. SKF is highly result 
oriented whereby Atlas Copco and the rest of the industry are finding it hard to move away from the 
transactional nature. Respondent B explains that the service mindsets of the staff are still highly 
based around product and services and not solutions per se. This is attributed to a traditional prod-
uct image that is hard to shake.  SKF agrees with fast sticking principles stating that they are a ser-
vice driven industry, and that service mindset is distilled in every SBU in the organization. We note 
this critical success factor, for service delivery, expansion and technological innovation on the ser-
vice front. What is more is that both SKF and Atlas Copco have their own service profit centers, 
which inspires the development of new service growth in the firm. 

5.55.55.55.5 Technology Supporting the Service Strategy of Product Firms 

Ryssel et al. (2004) suggest that shared information systems allow the look of the supplier organiza-
tion into the customer, to take control over specific aspects of the customer industrial operations. 

 ATLAS COPCO      SKF    
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SKF shows the ability to send data to the back end systems. This allows the spreading of informa-
tion over a range of interfaces dependant on the need; for example, analysis, maintenance and deci-
sion support. Windahl and Lakemond, (2010) mentions that a critical balancing act for integrated 
firms is the ability for firms to support the augmented product throughout the lifecycle. Respondent 
A mentions the focus of SKF in being able to maintain the product lifecycle. Product lifecycle main-
tenance is strongly connected to the ability to extend products durability and increase both revenue 
as well as sustainability.  

Windahl et al. (2004) mentions the synchronizing of the different SBU´s as a major step in becoming 
an integrated service provider. Our empirical data collection shows an evident red line through the 
linkage of the business units focused firmly on technology as source of innovation. In accordance 
with smart products, I perceive the ability for these products to harmonize and generate real time 
information in central location points. This helps to communicate a unified action needed for ser-
vice, marketing and business units to act upon. The service units can use this information for main-
tenance and planning functions. The marketing and sales can use real-time information for to in-
crease visibility into how products are used and for future product design. Lastly, the business ori-
ented units can use real-time information to help them consolidate information into operations 
status, and management can make real time decisions based on aggregated data.  

With increased technical competence, the ability to break out into partnering competence and 
through inter-connected systems provides a matrix style information organization. Industrial firms 
lacking technical competence find themselves unable to take advantage of data leveraged from the 
installed base and not able to communicate with their partnering sites. This can have serious conse-
quences on production lines expected to run without breakdown. SKF show exceptional compe-
tence in this area. A comprehensive approach to IT control in the firm is used. Fig 4.1 shows a ho-
listic view of the IT infrastructure provided to support real time information monitoring. This helps 
SKF to move into high end involving business and consulting as well as partnering competence with 
their customer. 

Respondent B from Atlas Copco states, that technical competence comes at a price and that it is in-
creasingly hard to measure the product faults, in the systems or sensor based equipment. This raises 
awareness of the increasing costs of technology investment, with caution on, infrastructure and de-
livery of IT, as not to cut into profits of the service. This is further verified by respondent C, from 
SAP as a general concern and barrier to smart product introduction.  

5.65.65.65.6 Value creation Criteria 

Service value creation is regarded as a pinnacle step towards, service providers increasing lock-in. 
The dart model (an information based model) shows the relationship between four key areas 
persistent to value generation (Prahalad & Ramaswamy, 2004). Additionally co-creation is a means 
of generating value from both supplier and customer ends through contextual experience. Smart 
products were earlier mentioned as contextual and aware of their surroundings, hence we attempt to 
map the capabilities of smart products against the customer dimensions dialog, access, transparency, and 
risk sharing, in order to see how smart products can possibly enhance the co-creation of value. 

Dialog is connected to the communication channel between service provider and customer. It is 
generally explained that dialog can be harder if there is a lack of access or even transparency of 
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information in the firm. According to our empirical data collection firms not using smart products 
show a lack in the ability to provide fully pledged information based model.  Dialog between both 
customer and service provider is inhibited due to the lack of transparency into the product function, 
and affecting both the access and risk benefits provided. Simply put, the co-creation process is like a 
chain reaction. Without one fundamental working the rest stop and co-creation is halted.  This is 
represented by transactional behavior and a lack of “intelligence” into the customer operations.  

According to Respondent C, SKF shows a great deal of interaction with the customer in the design 
of their services. Based on performance records tracked by smart products and a transparent policy 
and insight into process development, both firms engage in an open ended dialog whereby SKF 
provides strategic planning processes to the customer. 

These planning processes are backed on the ability of smart products and their accompanying back-
end systems to store, present and execute runtime action on real-time information on product status, 
usage and maintenance runs. The customer has also access to the products installed base 
information at all times, and is aware of the service provider’s attentions and can impact decision 
making. Increasingly, SLA´s can be managed and budgeted more effectively, pricing can be 
improved through transparency, on both the client and service provider behalf’s, and lastly through 
an open dialog, both firms can share and manage and mitigate risks and take pre-emptive action on 
serious product faulting.  

Smart products bake in the co-creation value process between customer and supplier through their 
ability to provide high resolution management. This in turn needs to be backed by inter-
organizational systems that can provide an interface and interpretation of the results in which firms 
can further act upon and mitigate risks together. Hence, smart products are only as good as the 
systems and processes that support them. Firms looking to introduce smart products need also 
consider if they can afford the cost of moving into integrated solutions, with the increase in IT 
infrastructure and management of data. SKF show strong efficiency in this department. Through the 
use of a vertically integrated IT system and connection with the product SKF can effectively “close 
the loop” on information cycles and allow the customer to access crucial information about the 
product, service and contract.  

 

 

Figure 5-3: Smart products in value creation (Adapted from Prahalad & Ramaswamy, 2004). 
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6 Conclusion 

In this section the research questions will be addressed, future research proposed, a critical discussion of the methodology 
used in the thesis as well as the expected contribution to the body of knowledge. 

Our conclusion rounds up the report. Having elaborated on smart products, their capabilities and 
making explicit references to smart products and their role in services, our final objective of the the-
sis is to answer our initial research questions. 

Smart products show the capability of being able to record, transmit and act upon their behavior and 
usage. One major finding from the thesis is that smart products enable product firms to extend their 
service portfolios from a transactional to a relational standpoint through real time information feeds. 
This includes asset maintenance as well as monitoring and visibility into client operations. In addi-
tion, traditional product firms are said to be moving towards a service strategy. Information visibility 
shows a positive co-relation with the service provider’s ability to take on more risk increasing service 
revenues and customer lock in. On the other hand smart products prove to be challenging to prod-
uct firms new to service development. These challenges include increasing initial infrastructure costs 
and high level of maintenance and complexity of the smart products. 

• What are “smart products” and what capabilities do they offer for product firms? 

Smart products are products are context based, provide intuitive advice of their status, and are seen 
as interactive. They provide a fundamental solution to the increasing challenges such as overcoming 
competitive advantage and increasing service lock in. This is made possible through visibility, and 
real time information feeds. Also by connecting the shop floor and the back end IT systems to pro-
vide further support for service decision making and generating increased revenue by being able to 
manage and track the lifecycle of the product. 

• How are smart products helping product firms improve and extend their service of-
ferings? 

The analysis shows many product firms moving towards a service strategy as a means to compete. 
Information visibility shows a positive co-relation with the service provider’s ability to take on more 
risk increasing service revenues and customer lock in. Smart products offer the ability to come closer 
to the customer, and provide flexibility in pricing schemes through usage and performance monitor-
ing. The results show that the impact of smart products on the service portfolio of SKF is critical to 
their product success and the ability to come closer to the customer. Moreover, service providers 
and customers can co-create value through the sharing of real-time to increase transparency and dia-
log. This results in better relationships and understanding of each party´s business model, with trust 
giving the service provider increased control of the customer processes and operations. 

Lastly, we find a strong underlying theme of smart products as the ability to share information and 
use it dynamically. This underlines a strong theme in the study of informatics. But even with the  

Lastly, smart products prove to be challenging to product firms new to service development. These 
challenges include increasing initial infrastructure costs and high level of maintenance and complex-
ity of the smart products.  
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Lastly, the results show that there exists no silver bullet for product-centric firms hoping to trans-
form into fully pledged integrated service providers overnight. Investment into smart products is 
currently expensive, technology’s are complex and they require the creation of mature and custom-
ized IT infrastructures. Also tight couplings with internal R&D divisions are needed and a unified 
vision for IT as an important part of the service strategy of an organization.  

6.1.1 Discussion and Future Research  

6.1.1.1 Research Critism 

The research project can be criticized from a few points of view. Firstly, the approach to the re-
search project takes only into account the viewpoint of suppliers.  

Lastly, more empirical research needs to be conducted in the field of smart products and their ser-
vices within manufacturing industries to provide new insights for future reseach.  

The reliability of the study was satisfactory, as we transcribed and recorded the data collected how-
ever, the answers from the interviews could also have been slightly different had the interviews be-
ing face to face. Facial expressions, gestures and body language could have led to other results other 
than to those presented. Using a case study method provided difficulty in generalizing the results as 
only three cases was selected. A survey sent to further companies after the initial interviews would of 
perhaps being beneficial to our conclusions about how smart products are being used and for what 
service offerings.   

6.1.1.2  Contribution to the body of knowledge 

As our purpose explained; with the lack of empirical research into how smart product affects rela-
tionships and business structures, we have tried to fill the knowledge gap. This thesis helps to gener-
ate new knowledge into the business side of informatics with the contribution of how real-time in-
formation (that is information streaming from smart products) can improve services based on smart 
technology.  

6.1.1.3 Future Research 

In future studies regarding smart products the following topics could be of great value to the field of 
informatics; 

• E-Health showing great potential towards smarter products. An interesting study would 
be to see how smart products and their context awareness help to improve the monitor-
ing of patients through sensors and analytics. 

• Looking into the service capabilities increased by smart products affect service expec-
tancy and acceptance testing. 

• Context Information as a Service and exploration into new business model creation for 
E business such as information brokerage. Information brokerage is often referred to as 
the selling of information via s 3rd party. An example of this is Pachube, a recent startup 
firm in the United Kingdom which bases its business model upon retrieving, transform-
ing and selling information to various companies, via sensor based devices. 
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8 Appendix 

 

8.1.1 Interview Cover Letter 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

To better understand current and future servitization strategies – the shift from selling products to 
selling integrated product/service solutions – we are conducting interviews with innovative compa-
nies. Importantly, changes to a company's servitization strategy lead to changes in company’s value 
propositions, their underlying processes, their products, and eventually even to business model 
transformations. 

In accordance, we will also ask you about your firms understanding of smart product usage. Experi-
ences from the EU project - Smart Products show that "more intelligent" products (products that 
are able to communicate with their users, other products and business software in the backend) – 
pave the way for a generation of new innovative services.  

One of the goals with this interview is to enhance both collaboration and communication between 
companies as well as researchers, to help practicing companies develop their service/product offer-
ings and even reflect on current strategies in relation to smart products.  

They interview will take anything between 20-60 minutes per interval and by telephone. You will be 
provided the aggregated results of the study to reflect on your own strategy in relation to your indus-
try or to other industries.  

Yours sincerely,  

Bradley Ryan Coyne 
Research Associate 
SAP Zurich/ Jönköping Uni-
versity   
Bradley.coyne@sap.com
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8.1.2 Swedish Version 

Vi genomför en undersökning med Sveriges främsta företag inom verkstadsindustrin, för att ta reda 
på industrins uppfattning angående "helhetslösningar" och de faktorer som bidrar till förändringar 
av ett företags service affärsmodell.  

Består av frågor baserade på "Smart Products " och service strategier och är ett i samarbete mellan 
SAP, Högskolan I Jönköping och St. Gallen Universitiet. Målet med undersökningen är att förstärka 
relationen mellan industrin och den akademiska världen för att hjälpa företagen att förstå och 
förbättra sina strategier. Undersökningen tar ungefär 20-60 minuter per intervall och kan göras via 
telefon. När resultaten är sammanställda kommer ni att få ta del av dessa. Tack för din medverkan!  

Med vänliga hälsningar, 

Bradley Ryan Coyne 
Research Associate 
SAP Zurich/ Jönköping University   
Bradley.coyne@sap.com  
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 


